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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, marketers have to consistently breakthrough with creativity and imagination to drive
campaigns which engage customers when concurrently gaining analytics capabilities to
measure and calibrate marketing strategy. To devise marketing strategy in today’s
competitive landscape, social media has always been embedded in the comprehensive
thinking about the marketing campaign development. Social media refers to tools presented
digitally online for sharing of contents, opinions and insights to impose influence on consumer
purchase decisions (Nair, 2011). The online tools include blogs, forums, wikis, vlogs (video
logs), comparative sites for products, and social network sites (Parson, 2013). As of January
2021 Global Webindex, 92.0 percent of the Hong Kong population were active internet users
and 85.6 percent were active social media users. Thus a successful marketing campaign on
social media could reach numerous potential consumers to generate sales, increase return
on investment, and spread information about brands through word of mouth (Bruhn,
Schoenmueller and Schafer, 2012).
Given broad and breadth in nature, marketing campaigns on social media could be impactful
on consumers and deliver desirable outcomes for marketers. In the context of social media,
marketers can only control initial placement of promotion message but not the subsequent
dissemination of information directly (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Goh, Heng & Lin (2013)
suggested that the simultaneous engagement on social media often influenced consumers’
purchase decisions through both user-generated contents (UGC) and marketer-generated
contents (MGC). They showed that purchase expenditures was positively influenced by
engagement in social media brand communities, and consumer purchase behaviour was
affected by social media contents. Kumar et. al. (2016) examined the effect of contents
generated by firms in social media with positive impacts on customer metrics of customer
spending, cross buying behaviour and thus customer profitability. In the study of Schivinski
and Dabrowski (2016), it showed that communication generated by users posed influence on
brand equity and brand attitude positively, whereas only brand attitude was influenced by
firm-initiated communication in social media. Findings also found that brand equity and brand
attitude had influenced purchase intention positively.
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Despite the favourable impacts social media marketing could bring, social media marketing
poses new challenges to marketers. Nowadays, marketing is more focused on attention
capturing through interactivity and engagement rather than solely about attention capturing
through reach maximisation, and which requires social media implementation to include a
holistic strategy for multiple platforms integration into a seamless experience (Tafesse and
Wien, 2018).
Social media has different characteristics than traditional marketing communication channels.
It is not just another channel for informative updates or supplementary media offerings. First,
social media empowers firms and consumers to connect together in new possible ways (Li,
Larimo and Leonidou, 2020). With platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube,
firms and consumers with shared interests and values can be connected together to share
thoughts and feelings. These networks offer extensive opportunities to firms. Second, social
media changes the interaction between firms and consumers. The traditional marketing
communication has been changed from single to multi-directional and then to peer-to-peer
communication (Berthon et al., 2008). Marketers can engage with fans and followers through
creating appealing contents or stimulating convincing peer-to-peer communications on fan
pages. Users interact with friends and relatives in social media and are exposed to
advertisements and contents for entertainment. Users interact with brands, MGC or UGC,
which may eventually convert into business opportunities. Unlike traditional advertising,
social media can also enable users to talk directly to the advertisers or brands and to other
users (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Because of these differences between social media and
traditional marketing communication channels, prior knowledge on marketing in traditional
marketing channels may not be applicable to the context of social media. Research on
understanding how we may make good use of social media to achieve favorable marketing
outcomes is needed but scarce.
Recently, with reference to the unique characteristics of social media (connectedness and
interactions), Li et al. (2020) offered an integrative framework for understanding social media
marketing strategies. They defined social media marketing strategy (SMMS) as “an
organization’s integrated pattern of activities that, based on a careful assessment of
customers’ motivations for brand-related social media use and the undertaking of deliberate
2

engagement initiatives, transform social media connectedness (networks) and interactions
(influences) into valuable strategic means to achieve desirable marketing outcomes (p.54,
lines 14–20).” In this framework, Li et al. (2020) offered a taxonomy of classifying SMMSs,
which gives an excellent starting point for social media marketing research to relate,
accumulate, and collectively advance the body of knowledge and practice on social media
marketing. Nevertheless, Li et al. (2020) also stressed that “issues relating to SMMS
implementation and control, which are of equal, or even greater, importance than those of
strategy formulation (p.63, lines 22– 24).”

1.1 Research Objectives
In response to the call of investigating issues related to SMMS implementation, this research
aims to examine the critical factors in social media campaigns that can facilitate the execution
of different SMMSs to achieve their strategic outcomes. Specifically, built on the taxonomy
on the types of SMMSs proposed by Li et. al. (2020), this research first discusses two
prominent strategic orientations that firms may pursue when formulating their SMMSs:
▪

Social CRM strategic orientation: the extent to which a SMMS focuses on long-term,
firm-customer relationship development versus short-term, transactional business
building, and

▪

Social content strategic orientation: the extent to which social media message content
is based on a benefits-based appeal (esteem focused) versus an attribute-based
appeal (practical use focused).

Next, this research examines different aspects of a social media campaign to be designed by
marketers in each campaign and investigates how they can be varied to facilitate the
achievement of the intended strategic outcomes. These aspects include:
▪

WHERE to distribute the campaign (i.e., marketing channel of distribution through
own fan page or advertisement placement through other fan page line-up),

▪

WHO promotes the campaign (i.e., celebrities or key opinion leaders
(KOLs)/influencers).

3

This research argues that a social media marketing campaign is more effective in achieving its
strategic outcomes when the construal level, or the level of concreteness or abstraction, of
the campaign characteristics (which are the execution elements of the campaign to be
designed by the marketer) matches with the construal level of the strategic orientation of the
campaign. This central argument is built on the construal level theory (CLT; Trope and
Liberman, 2010), which states that objects or events can be represented in different levels of
concreteness or abstraction. According to CLT, a match between the level of construal of a
campaign’s characteristics and the construal level of its SMMS orientation enhances
consumers’ level of engagement in processing the campaign message, and such enhanced
engagement results in a “feeling right” experience, which is carried over to the evaluation of
the campaign and result in more favourable consumer reactions to the campaign, such as
higher click-through rates and higher behavioral intention to act on the events promoted in
the campaign.
Among the various social media websites and/or applications, this research focuses on
Facebook as the investigation context. Facebook currently dominates the market share
among social media in Hong Kong, with roughly 85 percent of user penetration among 6.67
million population of internet users. As of second and third quarters of 2018 Global Webindex,
Facebook ranks first for the number of active users among social platforms in Hong Kong, with
over 5.5 million active users who have visited or used the social network in a month. What’s
more, according to the market study conducted by admanGo for the period of January to June
2021 (namely Social Media Ad Spend Report), the total seeded content advertising spending
(as commonly known as “ad spend”) in Facebook platform was recorded at HK$1,529 millions
at year-on-year growth rate of 41.8%, which contributed to 24% of digital media advertising
spend (as compared to 8% in 2017) and 11% of total market advertising spend (as compared
to 1% in 2017). Hence, Facebook is chosen as the study context due to its prevalence as a
marketing platform.

1.2 Contributions
This research will make several theoretical and practical contributions. First, current
understanding on social media marketing are mainly the “best practices” from marketers and
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in exploratory nature. Theory-driven strategies have been rare. This research makes a
contribution in this area by providing concrete recommendations on effectively implementing
SMMSs which are theory-driven and empirically validated, offering not only best practices but
also explanations on why these practices are successful. By adopting field and laboratory
experiments, the findings are both practically tested and empirically validation with
theoretical supports to provide explanations of the results. The field studies demonstrated
the external validity of the effects proposed in this research and their generalisability to
different real-world settings, while the laboratory experiment showed the internal validity of
the proposed effects by testing the process mechanism underlying these effects. This
research shows that the construal fit resulted from a match in the construal level of the SMMS
orientation and that of the campaign characteristic (namely ‘where’ or ‘who’ to promote the
product) enhances the a consumer’s engagement with the social media marketing campaign,
which in turn enhances consumer reactions to the campaign.
Second, although past studies in the area of social media provided insights on the impact of
social media marketing strategies or campaign characteristics on marketing outcomes, these
studies largely examines these two factors separately. Distinct from these prior works, this
research considers both factors at the same time and shows that they do not operate
independently. Rather, this research argues that these two factors jointly influence consumer
reactions. When the construal level of a social media marketing strategy matches with the
construal level of social media marketing campaign characteristic, positive outcomes of the
marketing campaign is amplified.
Third, by operationalizing and empirically validating the research model in the spokesperson
endorsement context, this research contributes to the endorsement literature and provides
novel insights into understanding the relative effectiveness of using celebrities versus
influencers/KOLs as endorsers. On one hand, much research on endorsement effect has
indicated that celebrities, particularly those associated with positive feelings and / or
attributes, facilitate the image and sales of products they endorse (Miller and Laczniak, 2011,
Buttle et. al., 2000, Till et. al, 2008, Chan et. al. 2013, Till and Busler, 2000). On the other hand,
recent real-world observations seem to suggest that influencers / KOLs are more effective
than celebrities in bringing positive outcomes to the products they endorse (Nielsen / Carat /
5

YouTube Branded Video Study, 2017). This research offers an explanation to resolve this
puzzle, that is, endorsement effect is more pronounced when the construal level of the
endorser (which is a characteristic related to “who” promotes the product in the campaign)
and that of the SMMS orientation match with one another. This research first proposes that
celebrities are associated with higher construal level whereas influencers / KOLs are
associated with lower construal level, and then shows that they create better endorsement
effects in social media campaigns with SMMS orientations that are also associated with higher
and lower construal levels respectively.
Finally, these findings also acquaint businesses and marketing managers with additional
specifics of the conditions under which social media marketing can drive better results. This
research provides specific guidelines on where to place a social media marketing campaign
and who should speak for a campaign for campaigns with different strategic orientations in
order to achieve more desirable outcomes. Importantly, the construal fit effect mechanism
proposed and tested in this research provides not only predictions on what the consumer
downstream consequences are after being exposed to a social media marketing campaign,
but it also offers an explanation to why consumers exhibit these reactions. What’s more,
marketers can benchmark the experimental methodology adopted in this research to pre-test
the effects of a social media marketing campaign, which will give higher confidence to the
expected effects of a campaign.
This research is organized as below. A literature review of the concepts relevant to this
research is presented next, followed by research hypotheses. Then the methodology of the
studies conducted in this research are presented. The findings, conclusion, and implications
of this research are then discuss
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Social Media Marketing
According to Mangold & Faulds (2009), social media is hybrid with characteristics of
traditional communications and magnified word-of-mouth (WOM), whose content may not
be manipulated by marketers. Technologies and media have enabled the capabilities for
instantaneous, multi-media formatted communications (audio and visual) to reach global
across different platforms like Facebook, TikTok, Twitter, YouTube, to name a few (Mangold
& Faulds, 2009). The recent up trend of social media has unleashed new means for marketers
and brands to engage with end users (Lamberton & Stephen, 2016).
Marketers are attracted to build communities or pages of brands for marketing purposes.
Marketers aim to effectively execute strategies in social media and drive strategic marketing
actions (Tafesse and Wien, 2018). Because social media has the characteristics of
connectedness and interactivity, which are not shared by many traditional marketing
channels, much research has been done to understand how marketers may effectively use it
to achieve favorable outcomes. In this section, a review of the existing social media marketing
research is presented. This line of research can be broadly classified into two main streams:
one that focuses on the strategies pursued by social media marketing campaigns (i.e., what
strategic objectives social media marketing campaigns pursue), and the other focuses on the
characteristics of social media marketing campaigns (i.e., what kinds of campaign
characteristics would bring about positive outcomes).

2.1.1 Social Media Marketing Strategy (SMMS)
In this part, prior research studies on social media marketing strategies are reviewed. Social
media strategy is primarily objected to align strategic marketing goals in specific to social
media and to achieve the goals through attributing a viable pathway (McCann and Barlow,
2015). When developing social media strategy, marketers often treat individual platforms in
silos and not considering the comprehensive picture (Hanna, Rohm and Crittenden, 2011). A
comprehensive social media plan is crafted based on emphasized considerations of a
1

formalised strategy (Tafesse and Wein, 2018). However, it has been scant for studies to
examine critical considerations for effective execution in social media to strategically drive
marketing outcomes, although few prior studies had explored using stage-of-growth as a
linear sequential process to implement social media while the proposed stages are difficult
to empirically validate or to be identified by seasoned marketers on their own industry
context (Chung et. al., 2017; Effing & Spil, 2016).
Effing and Spil (2016) conducted a systematic literature review to analyse social media
strategies and identified seven key elements, comprising target audience to address using
social media, channel choice, goals of social media plan, resources of manpower and
professional expertise, policies to govern social media usage, monitoring of social media
channels in public space and content activities plan. Among those elements, three of them,
including resources, policies and monitoring are infrastructural in the team settings while the
remaining four elements, are to be designed by marketers.
Kilgour, Sasser and Larke (2015) conducted qualitative research with in-depth interviews and
content analysis to identify how different user groups influence, receive, curate and interact
in social media. It is suggested that marketers can focus social media strategy on customer
groups demonstrating interest with the product category, including key influencers to be
considered as knowledgeable advocates within the domain, in order to generate positive
responses and greater social network diffusion through curating brand message into the
perceived social messages (Kilgour et. al., 2015).
In the study of Li et. al. (2020), social media marketing strategy (SMMS) has been defined as
the collective activities with explicit consideration of customers’ motivations to engage in
brand-related social media initiatives for transforming social media characteristics (the
connectedness and interactivity) into strategic means to achieve desirable marketing
outcomes. The development of SMMS is conceptualized to comprise of the drivers (firm’s
social media marketing objectives and customers’ social media use motivations), inputs
(firm’s social media engagement initiatives and customers’ social media behaviours),
throughputs (the way they connect and interact to exchange resources and satisfy needs) and
outputs (the resulting outcome from customer engagement). As supported by various applied
2

theories and extant literature, Li et. al. (2020) further proposed the taxonomy of SMMSs in
accordance with the strategic objectives, resources and capabilities of focal industries and
their market structures with three criteria including the nature of strategic social media
objectives of the firm, the direction of interactions and the level of engagement achieved,
which identify four distinct SMMSs based on level of strategic maturity: social commerce
strategy (to promote and sell), social content strategy (to connect and collaborate), social
monitoring strategy (to listen and learn) and social CRM strategy (to empower and engage).
The study has subsequently validated the taxonomy of SMMSs based on information derived
from prior studies, in-depth qualitative interviews and a quantitative survey among social
media marketing practitioners, which provides empirical insights and resulting managerial
lessons. However, the implementation and control for SMMSs are still lacked to provide
clarity in ‘how’ to bring about positive marketing outcomes.

2.1.2 Social Media Marketing Campaign Characteristics
In this part, prior research studies on social media marketing campaign characteristics are
discussed. Among the different characteristics of social media marketing campaigns,
campaign content is one of the most widely studied one. Many studies have examined what
kinds of social media marketing campaign content would bring about positive outcomes. De
Vries et. al. (2012) attempted to determine whether entertainment or information would
better drive brand post popularity by analysing brand posts from different international
brands across various product categories. However, findings were inconclusive about
whether informative or entertaining brand posts would be more popular.
With consideration of the social environment, marketers have to tailor and curate contents
for social media community, and aim to induce subsequent content generated by users
(Campbell et al., 2011). Consumers’ responses to recommendations posted on social media
were affected by different factors (Zhao & Xie, 2011). It becomes crucial to understand the
needs and preferences of target audience groups when developing appropriate contents
(Taylor et al., 2011).
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Further studies have been conducted on aspects of content quality, valence and volume
(Peters et. al, 2013) and content formats (Sabate et. al., 2014) of social media posts and the
effectiveness. In addition, Asley and Tuten (2015) examined extensive social media contents
on Facebook, Twitter, photo sharing accounts, blogs, forums, MySpace, microsites and video
channels from 28 top global brands using content analysis. They identified three types of
message appeals, namely image appeal, exclusivity appeal, and incentive for participation,
that could influence consumer engagement with brands on social media platforms.
Customers were attracted by financial rewards for invitation to liking a Facebook page, as
compared to identifying brand’s community values.
Brand image, brand equity, and purchase intention could be significantly affected by
Facebook advertising (Dehghani and Tumer, 2015). Recent study has found that Facebook
pages are effective to be used for firm-initiated promotional communications, such as
branded contents, boost posts or Facebook stories, especially for customers relatively less
active on Facebook and less engaged with the firm (Mochon et al., 2017). Gavilanes et. al.
(2018) categorised social media advertising content into seven types: new product
announcement, current product display, sweepstakes and contests, sales, customer feedback,
infotainment and organizational branding for further content analysis to study the impact
levels of digital consumer engagement across different phrases of social network advertising.
The results showed that sales and infotainment posts are effective in creating brand ‘likes’
(positive attitude), while infotainment, customer feedback and sweepstakes posts are
effective in engaging and motivating to write ‘comments’ (cognitive and affective
engagement). Infotainment and sweepstakes posts tend to drive ‘shares’ (brand advocacy).
A recent study by Martinez-Lopez et. al. (2020) has suggested the commercial orientation of
the marketing message had negatively impacted the perceived trustworthiness and the
message’s credibility; thus, followers were resistant and at lower interest to the message and
more inclined to search for additional product information. In the study, for imposing control
over the endorsers’ message by brand, a higher control level reduced credibility of the post
and lowered followers’ intention to search for information, but brand control had no effect
on the followers’ perceived trustworthiness of the endorser (Martinez-Lopez et. al., 2020). It
is also demonstrated when the endorser being considered as subject matter expert in the
4

domain or potential customer for the product, it brought higher trust in the endorser, higher
credibility and interest in his or her message and higher intention for product information
search (Martinez-Lopez et. al., 2020). The findings are in line with past results in related
studies on endorsement marketing (Langner et. al, 2013; Rossiter and Smidts, 2012).
A number of studies made a distinction between marketer-generated content (MGC) and
user-generated content (UGC). Indeed, the surge in popularity of social media has stimulated
exponential growth of online user-generated content (UGC) or word of mouth (WOM)
messages. At the same time, more firms generate content on social media (i.e., MGC) to
proactively engage consumers and pursue their profit-related objectives (Pan et. al., 2019).
Firms establish their social media presence by operating pages on social media platforms,
posting messages on the pages to interact with consumers by exploiting network structures,
and ultimately building their brands and stimulating sales (De Vries et. al., 2017). Pan et. al.
(2019) presented a conceptual framework of social media content strategy, delivery and
customer impacts for firm-initiated marketing communications in official social media pages,
which proposed four types of FSC messaging strategies, namely informative versus persuasive,
soft-sell versus hard-sell, backstage versus frontstage and sales-oriented versus customeroriented strategies.
Both MGC and UGC bring about benefits to firms (e.g., Bruhn et. al., 2012). For instance, Goh,
Heng and Lin (2013) studied the informative and persuasive effects of MGC and UGC of brand
communities in social media contexts and they found that MGC was more effective and
persuasive with directed contents to target consumers as compared to indirect contents
which are circulated to the mass population. Other studies also found that, while MGC on
social media impacts functional brand image, UGC on social media influences hedonic brand
image (Bruhn, Schoenmueller & Schafer, 2012). What’s more, whereas both MGC and UGC
on social media significantly affect brand awareness and brand associations, only UGC on
social media positively influence brand loyalty and perceived brand equity (Kilgour et al., 2015;
Schivinski and Dabrowski, 2015; Bruhn et. al., 2012).
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2.1.3 Insights drawn from Review of Social Media Marketing Literature
A number of useful insights are drawn from the above literature review. First, cumulative
evidence suggests that social media marketing can bring about many positive outcomes, such
as increased sales, heightened brand awareness and brand image, traffic generation to online
platforms, and enhanced user interactivity. These findings ascertain firms to continue their
efforts in social media marketing.
Nevertheless, extant literature seems to have provided much less information about how to
implement social media marketing campaigns to bring about positive outcomes. While the
existing literature has started to accumulate knowledge on social media marketing strategy
formulation (Li et al. 2021), relatively little has been known about strategy implementation,
or how to effectively executive a social media marketing campaign in order to achieve its
intended strategic outcomes. As Li et al. (2020) put it, “issues relating to SMMS
implementation and control, which are of equal, or even greater, importance than those of
strategy formulation (p.63, lines 22– 24).” Relatedly, the review on social media marketing
campaign characteristics finds that the rapid growth of UGC and its influence on social media
have raised marketers’ concerns on the diminishing control of social media communications
(Berthon et. al, 2007). There is an urgent and profound need to understand how marketers
can make use of what they can control in a marketing campaign to enhance favorable
consumer reactions. This is the second insight drawn from the above literature review.
Third, thus far little has been known about why social media marketing brings about various
positive outcomes. Apparently, a number of reasons contribute to the limited existing
understanding on this phenomenon. First, prior studies related to social media marketing
have mainly focused on either social media marketing strategy or social media campaign
characteristics (such as types of content and appeal). In other words, they largely examined
these two important factors separately. This way of investigation prohibits researchers from
identifying any joint effects between them. In addition, prior research has mainly identified
“best business practices” in social media marketing; the question of why such “best practices”
are effective has largely been unanswered. This is mainly because past studies are not theorydriven and thus cannot provide a theoretical explanation of the findings. Therefore, theory6

based studies that investigate the potential joint effects of social media marketing strategies
and campaign characteristics are needed to facilitate understanding on why social media
marketing campaigns can bring about various positive outcomes. Such knowledge will
empower marketers to design effective social media marketing campaigns.
Finally, the above literature review shows that many studies have consistently indicated that
social media marketing campaigns can enhance consumer engagement and bring about many
positive outcomes. Indeed, the connectedness and interactivity characteristics of social media
platforms have enabled firms to better engage with the consumers than they do in other
traditional platforms (Lamberton & Stephen, 2016), making social media platforms unique
and distinct from the traditional communication channels. Thus, a follow-up question that
naturally arises is: would engagement be the underlying process that drives the positive
consumer reactions to social media marketing campaigns? Nevertheless, prior studies have
not investigated the role of engagement in bringing about the positive consumer reactions.
This insight drives this research to look into the concept of consumer engagement and its role
in driving the positive consumer outcomes in social media marketing campaigns.
To conclude, reviews of the studies on social media marketing strategy and campaign
characteristics suggest that: (1) knowledge on how to effectively implement social media
marketing by varying marketer-controllable characteristics in a social media marketing
campaign and (2) theory-based explanations on why effective social media marketing
campaigns bring about various favorable consumer outcomes are needed. In response to
these research gaps, this research draws on construal level theory (CLT) to be the framework
to examine the joint effects of social media marketing strategies (SMMSs) and marketercontrollable campaign characteristics. Specifically, two marketer-controllable campaign
characteristics, namely campaign spokesperson identity (who to speak for a campaign) and
campaign distribution channel (where to place a campaign), are investigated. In addition,
based on the insights drawn from the literature review, this research also looks into the role
of consumer engagement in explaining the favorable effects brought by social media
marketing campaigns.
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To achieve the above, literature on CLT and consumer engagement are reviewed and
presented in this section. Then, in the next section “Hypothesis Development,” prominent
SMMSs and campaign characteristics (spokesperson identity and distribution channel) and
their effects from the CLT perspective are discussed and hypothesized.
Summary 1: Selected literature review on social media marketing
Perspective

Subject Analyzed

Studies

Firm

Characteristics of social media

§

§

§

§

Firm

Impact of using social media

§
§

§

§

§
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Social media refers to tools presented digitally
online for sharing of contents, opinions and
insights to impose influence on consumer
purchase decisions (Nair, 2011)
Empowers firms and consumers to connect
together in new possible ways for sharing
thoughts and feelings (Li, Larimo and Leonidou,
2020)
Changes the interaction between firms and
consumers from single to multi-directional and
then to peer-to-peer communication (Berthon
et. al, 2008)
Hybrid with characteristics of traditional
communications and magnified word-of-mouth
(WOM) whose may not be manipulated by
marketers (Mangold & Faulds, 2009)
Enhance brand equity by influencing brand
attitude (Schivinski and Dabrowski, 2016)
Generate sales, increase return on investment
and spread information about brands through
word-of-mouth (Bruhn, Schoenmueller and
Schafer, 2012)
Increase purchase expenditures through
embedded information and persuasion (Goh,
Heng & Lin, 2013)
Develop long-term relationships and affect
consumer purchase behavior (increase cross
buying behavior) by effects of social media
contents (Kumar et. al, 2016)
Because of enhanced engagement with
customers enabled by the connectedness and
interactions characteristics of social media (Li et
al. 2020)

Marketer

Social media marketing
strategy

Marketer

Creative or content strategies
for social media marketing

Consumer

Benefits of using social media

By engaging with customers on social media, firms
can formulate different social media marketing
strategies (SMMSs) (Li et al., 2020):
§ Social CRM strategy (fosters collaborative
interaction to engage and empower customers
so as to build long-term, mutually beneficial
firm-customer relationship)
§ Social content strategy (crafting and
dissemination of compelling content for
customer attraction, acquisition and retention)
§ Marketers have to tailor and curate contents
for social media community, and aim to induce
subsequent content generation by users
(Campbell et al., 2011)
§ Identified three types of message appeals,
namely image appeal, exclusivity appeal, and
incentive for participation, that could influence
consumer engagement with brands on social
media platforms (Ashley and Tuten, 2015)
§ A good social media strategy focuses on
broader set of objectives and content is
considered to be moderator of social network
advertising effectiveness (Gavilanes et. al.,
2018)
§ Marketers have to tailor and curate contents
for social media community, and aim to induce
subsequent content generation by users
(Campbell et al., 2011).
§ Increasingly empowered by social media to
taking control of marketing communication
process and becoming creator, collaborator and
commentator (Hamilton et. al., 2016)
§ Consumers with shared interests and values
can be connected together to share thoughts
and feeling (Berthon et. al., 2008)
§ Users interact with friends, relatives and brands
and are exposed to advertisements and
contents for entertainment (Mangold & Faulds,
2009)
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2.2 Construal Level Theory
The conceptualisation of this research is built on Construal Level Theory (CLT) as research
framework. According to CLT (Trope and Liberman, 2010), an event or object can be perceived
in varying levels of construal, or different levels of abstraction; while near events are
represented in concrete low-level construal and distant events are represented in abstract
high level construal. At high construal level, people focus on central features that capture the
overall gist of the situation and emphasize goals and end results. As compared, at low level,
people focus on the peripheral, secondary features and think in more details. When people
are engaged in low-level construal, they focus on the concrete present in details and the
means to an end.
CLT states that people construe objects or events in mind as low-level and details-oriented
when being psychologically near, whereas they construe objects or events at a distance as
high-level and abstract in mind (Trope & Liberman, 2010). As one of the classic examples to
illustrate the level of construal, the act of “reading” can be interpreted into a more abstract,
superordinate goal as “gaining knowledge” which answers the question of why the action is
performed. This is a high level representation of reading. Reading can also be represented at
a subordinate, concrete level as “flipping pages of a book” which provides the details of how
the action is to be performed. This is considered to be a low level representation.
CLT contends that when psychological distance increases, people use higher levels of
construal to represent an object (Trope & Liberman, 2010). Psychological distance is defined
by Trope and Liberman (2010) as perception of when an event occurs, where it occurs, to
whom it occurs, and whether it occurs; while construal levels refer to the perception of what
will occur; the process that give rise to the representation of the event itself. Trope and
Liberman (2010) also suggested that the increasing psychological distance led construal to be
more abstract, and with the rising level of abstraction, people perceive higher psychological
distances. It is suggested by Trope & Liberman (2010) that there are different dimensions of
varying psychological distance that people can perceive in temporal, spatial, social and
hypothetical distance which refers to differences in time, physical space, interpersonal
distances and certain or uncertain feeling respectively, and other social psychologists argued
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about more other dimensions such as distance with information, experience or affect.
Psychological distance affects our impressions about a person, an idea or an event, and will
influence the levels of concreteness or abstraction of the thoughts (Trope and Liberman,
2010).
CLT can be applied in marketing research to understand the relationship between the
different levels of construal and customers’ judgement and behaviour. It is suggested by
Liberman, Trope and Wakslak (2007) that spatial distance affects decisions in related to
logistics, travel and online shopping and temporal distance has effects on saving, investing
and purchases for future use. Social distance affects consumers’ decision for others, such as
gift buying or offering purchase advice. Hypothetical distance relates to decisions having
uncertainty. Consumer make decisions in related to all dimensions using same principle which
using abstract, high-level construal to represent psychologically distant, for example, events
that occurs in distant locations, in distant future, to socially distant person or with at low
probability, whereas concrete, low-level construal to represent psychological proximity, such
as events that occur in neighbourhood locations, in near future, to socially close personts or
at high probability. Prior research on CLT suggests that judgment of an event by an individual,
for example, booking hotel, is correlated to the perceived psychological distance (Liberman,
Sagristano, and Trope 2002; Trope and Liberman 2003). According to CLT, these differences
in the construal of events lead to different judgement and evaluation for the events.

2.2.1 Effects of Single Distance Dimension
For situations involving single psychological distance dimension, it is suggested that the more
distant is perceived for an event or object, the person is more likely to focus on high construal
level attributes of the object or event, and so would shift choice, judgment, and decision
making of the individual systematically.
Temporal distance has been defined as “the perceived proximity of an event in time” by Trope
and Liberman (2010). As the temporal distance varies, people’s preferences shift
systematically. When distant future events are construed as primary and in abstract aspects
and focus on why they need to be done (i.e. high-level construal), near future events are
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construed as secondary and in concrete aspects, and focus on how to do (low-level construal)
(Trope & Liberman, 2010). As suggested by Kim et. al. (2008), people change their evaluation
of an event in accordance with varying construal levels and temporal information which are
more influenced by high-level (low-level) construal when the event is to occur in the distant
(near future). In their study, Liberman and Trope (1998) showed that when increasing the
temporal distance of the lecture from near to distant future, the effect of desirability
information of a guest lecture (being described as interesting vs. uninteresting) increased and
the effect of feasibility information (being scheduled at convenient vs. inconvenient time)
decreased on choice, also inducing people’s preference from a uninteresting lecture held at
a convenient time to an interesting lecture held at an inconvenient time.
Social distance refers to the perceived similarities and differences with others, and being ingroup and out-group members. Liviatan, Trope and Liberman (2008) examined the impact of
social closeness on the perceptions of others’ actions and thus the construal effects related
to similarity in form of social distance. It is suggested in the study that the less similar others
as compared to oneself, lead to the perception of being socially distant and behaviour of
dissimilar others would be represented at a higher level of construal. For instance, people
construe the other person using abstract aspects when social distance increases from closer
social distance as in-group as compared to far social distance as out-group member (Trope et.
al, 2007). In the study, participants were presented with someone who had attended either
similar or different classes, and as hypothesized by CLT, the higher similarity led to attraction
and participants’ preference for superordinate action was higher for dissimilar person than
similar. This also supports another study (Duhan et. al., 1997) that the likeliness to trust
recommendation sources by potential consumers was higher when they have closer
relationships than socially distant person.
Similarly, it has been shown that spatially distant events occurring cross-locations were
associated more with high-level construal than local events (Fujita et. al., 2008). Research by
Henderson et. al. (2006) examined the construal of spatially near and distant events. In the
study, university students in New York were asked to provide written description of the
activity after watching a video with two students interacting. In the spatially near condition,
students believed that the students in the video were studying at the closer campus; while in
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the spatially distant location, participants believed that the students were studying at an
abroad location. Another experiment by Fujita et. al. (2008) also found that an event of
locking a door was construed as low-level, when they were spatially proximal with few miles
away but was construed as high-level when the event was spatially distal with thousands
miles away.
On hypothetical dimension, Wakslak et. al. (2006) reasoned removal from direct experience
for an object or event when it is possible to happen but not actually happened or not certain.
Tororov et. al. (2007) demonstrated that when the high-likelihood of receiving a gift, such as
from 1 in 100 chance to almost certain, participants were less focused on desirability related
features (high construal level) than to feasibility (low construal level). When the probability
was slim, participants opted to be rewarded with more gifts from an inconvenient location
than rewarding with one gift to be received at a convenient location. The preference was
opposed when probability became high.
2.2.2 Effects of Multiple Distance Dimensions
Subsequent research on CLT has also examine the interaction effects of multiple dimensions
on the influence of individuals’ experience, judgment and decision making. Past studies on
multiple distances have focused on two broad types of effects, namely the distance-ondistance effect and the construal fit effect. Distance-on-distance effect describes the
influence by the feeling in distance on one dimension serially relating to the perception of
distance on another dimension. For example, Bar-Anan, Liberman, Trope & Algom (2007)
suggested that there might be a hierarchy of the dimensions, with some dimensions being
more primary than others. The participants in study responded faster when having a matched
psychological distance with spatial distance of a word, which empirically suggested an oneway effect of spatial movement on temporal judgement but not oppositely.
In addition, Kim, Li & Zhang (2008) investigated the influence of temporal and social
psychological distances on the evaluations of events and products by consumers. Specifically,
when two dimensions were proximal, the value associated with low level construal were with
higher influential effect on consumer evaluations. However, when one of the dimensions was
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psychologically distal, it was perceived as distal and construed at high level construal which
resulting more consistent consumer evaluations with high level construal. Further research
by Zhang & Wang (2009) examined the cross-dimensional priming effects and suggested an
asymmetry between the spatial another dimensions of psychological distance, including
temporal, social and hypothetical dimensions, and increase both change in the spatial
distance and the perceived distance along other dimensions. In the study, it indicated that
consumers were higher likely to consider a vacation plan as occurring in the distant future if
a vacation destination was farther away. On the contrary, a vacation plan for distant future
did not necessarily result in a plan for a destination far away. What’s more, a distance
boosting effect was found in a large-scale field study of online restaurant reviews in relating
to a joint effect of spatial distance and temporal distance on the review positively by
amplifying consumers’ high level construal (Huang et. al., 2016).
All in all, studies on the distance-on-distance effects of construal level focused on how the
experience of one distance dimension would influence the experience of the other distance
dimensions. The focus of these studies was on the construal level of the focal object or event
resulted from the experience of multiple distance dimensions.
The other type of multiple distance effect, the construal fit effect, describes individuals’
experience when they experience synchronizing levels of distance from different dimensions,
and how such experience would influence individuals’ subsequent choices, judgment and
decision making (Lee, Keller & Sternthal, 2010, Cesario, Grant & Higgins, 2004, Lee & Aaker,
2004). Unlike the distance-on-distance effect, which focuses on the resultant construal level
from the experience of multiple distance dimensions, construal fit effect focuses on the
downstream consequence of the experience of “fit” resulted from synchronizing levels of
distance from different dimensions (Lee et. al, 2010). For instance, according to Bar-Anan,
Liberman and Trope (2006), when the psychological distance matched with the level of
abstraction of stimuli, a construal fit was experienced in a subjective extent, which facilitated
fluent information processing. This was evidenced as faster response-time under construal fit
than misfit conditions. In addition, Fujita et. al. (2008) examined how construal fit facilitated
social influence. They found that arguments became more convincing when a person
experiencing construal fit between the level of abstraction of an attitude object and its
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temporal distance. Similarly, Kim, Rao and Lee (2009) showed that appeals to vote focused
on why the high-construal reasoning were persuasive when being temporally distant,
whereas appeals to vote focused on the how low-construal reasoning were more persuasive
when temporally near.

Summary 2: Selected literature review on Construal Level Theory
Definition

Low level representations

High level representations

Construal level is affected by
Psychological Distances in
different dimensions

Interaction effects of multiple
dimensions

Construal Level Theory
§ Objects or events can be
represented in different construal
levels, or levels of concreteness
and abstraction
§ Peripheral, piecemeal, secondary
features that focus on concrete
and contextualized details
§ Means to an end
§ Central, holistic, primary features
that capture the overall gist of the
situation
§ Goals and end results
§ Spatial (near vs. far)
§ Temporal (near future/past vs.
distant future/past)
§ Social (self vs. others / close
others vs. distant others)
§ Hypothetical (low chance vs. high
chance)
Two broad types
§ Distance-on-distance effect
§ Construal fit effect

(Trope and Liberman, 2010)

(Lee et. al., 2010, Higgin et.
al., 2003, Cesario & Higgins,
2008, Lee & Labroo, 2004
and Lee & Aaker, 2004)

(Kim, Li & Zhang, 2008)
(Lee, Keller & Sternthal,
2010, Cesario, Grant &
Higgins, 2004, Lee & Aaker,
2004)

The rationale of construal fit resulting to the above effects is suggested to be value creation
when individuals do the right thing, for example, achieving the anticipated outcome and do
things in the right way. The factor of doing things in right way add up to the value of outcome
which makes people “feel right” about what they are doing, enhance their motivational force
and engagement in the focal activity or action (Higgins, 2006). Thus, when an object is
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represented in two distance dimensions, for instance, a consumer considering the feasibility
features of a product which he/she may use in a social event next week, the construal level
of product information fits with the construal level of the anticipated usage occasion. This
construal fit would result in increased motivation and enhanced processing of product
information (i.e., enhanced engagement), which is signified as a “feels right” feeling. The
consumer misattributed this “feeling right” feeling to the product and hence evaluated the
product more favourably (Cesario & Higgins, 2008; Huang et. al, 2016). Past studies (Lee et.
al., 2010, Higgin et. al., 2003, Cesario & Higgins, 2008, Lee & Labroo, 2004 and Lee & Aaker,
2004) examined consumers’ processing of information, their reactions and engagement in
thought to persuasive message or marketing activity based on the construal fit mechanism,
which explained the effects of fit matching with construal level stimulating positive reactions
to brand messages and predictive impact to brand attitude.

Summary 3: Selected literature review on Construal Fit Effect
WHAT is it?
It describes individuals’
experience when they
experience synchronizing
levels of distance from
different dimensions, and how
such experience would
influence individuals’
subsequent choices, judgment
and decision making
(Lee, Keller & Sternthal, 2010,
Cesario, Grant & Higgins, 2004,
Lee & Aaker, 2004).

Construal Fit Effect
What are the EFFECTS?
§

§

§

§
§

Processing fluency (BarAnan, Liberman and Trope,
2006; Kim, Rao and Lee,
2009; Liberman and Trope
2006)
Perceived credibility of
information (Hansen and
Wanke, 2010)
Intensified emotional
reactions to messages
(Lee, Keller and Sternthal,
2010)
Enhanced persuasion (e.g.,
Fujita et. al. 2008)
Voting 16ehaviour (e.g.,
Kim, Rao and Lee 2009)

WHY (underlying
mechanism)?
§

§

Enhanced engagement,
which is signified by a
“feels right” experience (Li
et al. 2010)
The consumer
misattributed this “feeling
right” feeling to the
product and hence
evaluated the product
more favourably (Cesario
& Higgins, 2008; Huang et.
al, 2016).

The above discussion suggests that construal fit results in enhanced engagement, which in
turn induces processing fluency, and thus intensifies consumer reactions. Indeed, this is what
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prior study showed. Lee, Keller and Sternthal (2010) showed that individuals with a
prevention focus are likely to construe information at low level, while those with a promotion
focus tend to construe information at high level. They further examined the mediators and
consequences by the process of fit between regulatory focus and construal level of brand
information to influence brand attitudes and found that a fit between these two factors leads
to more favourable attitudes and enhances subsequent performance. Importantly, Lee et al.
(2020) showed that such a construal fit enhances engagement, which in turn induces
processing fluency and then intensifies reactions.
In sum, previous researches showed that construal fit had positively impact on processing
fluency (Kim, Rao and Lee, 2009), perceived credibility of information (Hansen and Wanke,
2010), and intensified emotional reactions to messages (Lee, Keller and Sternthal, 2010).
Based on the above review of the effects of multiple distance dimensions, the construal fit
effect is particularly relevant to this research because it has been shown to have downstream
consequences to people’s evaluation, judgment and decision making. What’s more, if
construal fit is the mechanism driving the effects of SMMS and campaign characteristics, then
consumer engagement should be central in explaining these effects. Therefore, a review of
the concept of consumer engagement is presented next. Then, in “Hypothesis Development,”
we draw on CLT and elaborate why different SMMSs and campaign characteristics are
associated with different levels of construal. Then, based on a construal fit mechanism,
hypotheses about what kind of strategy is matched with which campaign characteristic to
create the fit effect and intensify consumer reactions are proposed.

2.3 Consumer Engagement in Social Media
The concept of consumer engagement is central to social media marketing that it has been
viewed as the primary output to reflect the connectedness and interaction in firm-customer
and customer-customer relationships in social media (Harmeling et. al., 2017). Although the
concept of customer engagement has been broadly discussed in prior studies, it has not
reached an unanimous agreement on its definition (Gavilanes et. al., 2018). Vivek et. al. (2012,
p.127) defined consumer engagement as the intensity of an individual’s participation in and
connection with an organization’s offerings and activities. Furthermore, Kumar and Pansari
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(2015) conceptualised that consumer engagement comprises customer behaviour for
transactional (purchasing, referring, influencing) and non-transactional (contributing
knowledge or feedback) derived from social media connectedness and interactivity. For the
concept of consumer brand engagement, Hollebeek et. al. (2014, p.149) found that
consumers’ positively valenced brand-related cognitive, emotional and behavioural activity
during, or related to consumer-brand interactions. In addition, Gavilanes et. al. (2018)
specified the focus of consumer engagement in digital context as the interaction between the
brand and the customer leading to traceable levels of consumer reactions.
In the framework as conceptualised by Vivek et. al. (2012), the consequences of consumer
engagement include value, trust, affective commitment, word-of-mouth, brand love and
brand community involvement, which have cognitive, emotional, behavioural and social
impacts. Based on the studies of Van Boom et. al. (2010), the alignment in the goals of
customers and the firm contribute an overall positive impact to the firm; vice versa the misalignment among the goals of customers and the firm may trigger negative effects for the
firm. To demonstrate different engagement levels, customers have different activities,
including customer purchases, customers’ incentivized referrals, social media conversations
about the brand and suggestions to the firm for better performance (Kumar, 2013).
For SMMS, Li et. al (2020) further built on the findings of Pansari and Kumar (2016) to express
consumer value as consumer engagement, comprising both direct (customer purchases) and
indirect (product referrals to other customers) contributions, to the value of the firm while
comparing to traditional marketing strategies having narrowly captured customer value from
purchase behaviour in term of customer lifetime value.
Consumer engagement behaviours in social media include non-transactional customer
behaviours, such as commenting on a firm’s Facebook page or recommending a service which
customers take an active, voluntary role in creating value to the firm (Beckers et. al., 2018).
Maslowska et. al (2016) conceptualize consumer engagement in social media as three stages,
observing (following, reading contents), participating (rating, commenting on a post) and cocreating (user-generated content, partaking in product development). Moreover, Gavilanes
et. al. (2018) proposed in the study with a four levels of consumer engagement in social
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networks which are (1) clicking on a branded post to consume the content as a physical
reaction to show perception, attention and potentially interest in the brand or content, (2)
clicking the ‘like button as a form of positive rating of the branded content by participation;
(3) writing a comment on a branded post as emotional engagement by expressing stronger
cognitive and affective processing, and (4) publishing or sharing brand related contents on
own walls to take on an active advocacy role.
In current market practices, the metrics of social popularity and consumer engagement follow
definitions as set by social media platforms, which would be used in the field studies. For
Facebook, the metric to measure engagement is defined as engagement including all actions
that people take involving the branded page when they are running, which calculates
“engagement” by adding all interactions and other clicks on the post. To derive the
“engagement rate”, which is defined as an average amount of a user engages with the posts
of a page, the calculation is the engagement as divided by post reach.
In additional to the behavioral aspect, consumer engagement can also be viewed to have a
psychological aspect, which appears to be more relevant to the construal fit effect.
Psychological engagement is related to cognitive, emotional, and/or behavioral involvement
of the self with a particular object or event, such as a social media marketing campaign in this
case. A high level of psychological engagement is characterised by heightened attention and
interest, stronger emotional reactions, and willingness to expand time, effort, and material
resources on relevant activities (Appleton, Christenson, Kim, & Reschly, 2006; Higgins et al.,
2003 Kahn, 1990). Importantly, Berson and Halevy (2014) argued that enhanced psychological
engagement in communications context can be induced from a construal fit between the
hierarchical distance between communicators and the extent of message concreteness. Such
heightened psychological engagement state allows communicators to engage in meaningful
sense-making of the message in an appropriate situation (Weick 1995), making them “feel
right” when processing the message and hence intensifying their reactions to the message.
Therefore, based on the theoretical argument of Berson and Halevy (2014) and Higgins (2006),
this research focuses on the psychological aspect of consumer engagement to explain the
construal fit effect on facilitating favorable consumer reactions to social media marketing
campaigns and uses the measures used by Lee et al. (2010) to measure consumer
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engagement in the laboratory experiment, whose objective is to test engagement as the
process mechanism.
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3. Hypothesis Development
Recall that the central question in this research is to investigate the join effects of social media
marketing strategy and campaign characteristics on consumer reactions. To do so, literature
on social media marketing and CLT are extensively discussed in the last section. In this section,
specific social media marketing strategies – namely social CRM strategy and social content
strategy – and social media marketing campaign characteristics – namely spokesperson
identity (i.e., who to speak for the campaign) and campaign distribution (i.e., where to place
the campaign) – are discussed. It is argued that these social media marketing strategies and
campaign characteristics are associated with different levels of construal. When the construal
level of a social media marketing campaign as induced by its underlying strategy matches the
construal level of the campaign as induced by a certain campaign characteristic, these two
factors draw the attention of consumers to the campaign information at comparable
construal level. Such a fit in construal levels enhances consumer engagement in processing
the campaign information and results in a “feeling right” experience. Furthermore, when such
a “feeling right” experience is misattributed to the campaign, the perceived persuasiveness
of the campaign is enhanced, intensifying the favourable reactions to the campaign (Higgins
et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010). These predictions are articulated below.

3.1 Social Media Marketing Strategy (SMMS) Orientations
Based on the taxonomy of SMMSs proposed by Li et. Al. (2020), this research identifies
prominent strategic orientations firms may pursue when formulating their social media
marketing campaigns. Li et. Al. (2020) identified four distinct types of SMMSs that represent
rising levels of strategic maturity, namely social commerce, social content, social monitoring,
and social CRM (customer relationship management) strategies. These strategies
systematically differ in the organizational goals firms aim to achieve, ranging from
transactional to relational goals. Specifically, social CRM strategy fosters collaborative
interaction to engage and empower customers so as to build long-term, mutually beneficial
firm-customer relationship (Li et. Al., 2020). Hence, this research proposes that a high social
CRM strategic orientation is a strategic orientation that focuses on the development of longterm, sustainable firm-customer relationship with mutually beneficial values (long-term
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relationship building), whereas a low social CRM strategic orientation has a short-term,
transactional focus of sales and promotion (short-term business building).
Social content strategy is another type of SMMS Li et. Al. (2020) identified. It refers to the
crafting and dissemination of compelling content for customer attraction, acquisition and
retention (Jarvinen and Taiminen, 2016, cited in Li et. Al., 2020) and valuable contents with
customer-centricity are to be created and distributed in timely manner. Social content
strategy focuses on crafting the benefits associated with a social media marketing campaign
in compelling ways that can attract, acquire and retain customers. Specifically, this research
focuses on two specific ways of crafting campaign benefits that are often pursued in social
content strategy: whether the benefits are described to be relatively more attribute-based
(practical use focused) or benefits-based (esteem focused). For instance, attribute-based
appeal message would promote physical features, details, and quantitative characteristics;
whereas benefits-based appeal message would emphasize the outcomes of possessing or
utilising a product in terms of status, happiness, beauty, convenience, value and the like.
Hernandez et. al. (2015) suggested that marketers can promote the attributes or benefits of
their product offerings. The attributes of a product offering are generally concrete, specific,
and observable. Rather, the benefits of possessing or consuming a product offering with these
attributes are often intangible and less concrete. To illustrate, when Value Menu emphasizing
a core benefit was launched by Burger King, with the promotion message of “ Now you can
pay rent and eat”, it represents benefits-based appeal. While Burger King launched
advertisements emphasizing a specific attribute, namely its Value Menu price with promotion
message “items starting at $1” as marketing tactic, it represents an attribute-based appeal
(2015). Hence, when design contents for a campaign, marketers may determine whether
benefits-based appeal (esteem focused) or attribute-based appeal (practical use focused) is
more appropriate for the context.
Although Li et. al. (2020) also included social commerce strategy and social monitoring
strategy in their taxonomy of SMMSs, this research will not examine them in great detail
because of the following reasons. First, social commerce strategy refers to the exchangerelated activities that relate to the recognition of purchase need, pre-purchase, purchase, and
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post-purchase stages of a focal exchange in a computer-mediated environment (Li et. al.,
2020). It has mainly transactional nature and consists of short-term goals to promote and sell.
Therefore, it is a manifestation of a low level of social CRM strategic orientation and hence is
being largely considered when social CRM strategic orientation is examined. Second, social
monitoring strategy refers to the engagement process with marketers to listen and have
responses (Li et. al., 2020). Compared with other SMMSs discussed above, social monitoring
strategy is relatively less controllable by marketers. As the initial step exploring this area, this
research focuses on strategies that are more controllable by marketers which will provide
more useful insights to marketers.

3.1.1 Construal level of Social CRM Strategic Orientation
An important argument made in this research is that a high level of social CRM strategic
orientation is associated with a high level of construal, whereas a low level of social CRM
strategic orientation is associated with a low level of construal. As mentioned above, a high
social CRM strategic orientation is a strategic orientation that focuses on the development of
long-term, sustainable firm-customer relationships with mutually beneficial values. It also
involves brand building initiatives. A low CRM strategic orientation has a short-term,
transactional focus of sales and/ or product promotion. Based on CLT literature, campaigns
primarily aim for brand building representing high level of construal while campaigns focus
on business conversion or product promotion representing low level of construal. When
building a brand in the minds of the consumers, consumers may have a global appraisal of
the brand about what the brand means to them, which involves a high level appraisal (Han et
al. 2014). However, when eliciting business for a product, consumers are concerned about
specific actions towards the brand (i.e. making a purchase). This is related to behaviourspecific appraisals limited to the purchasing behaviour, which is a form of low level appraisal
(Han et al. 2014). Therefore, the objective of brand building is proposed to be of higher
construal level than the objective of eliciting business for a product.

3.1.2 Construal Level of Social Content Strategic Orientation
As mentioned above, social media marketing campaigns can be designed to focus around the
attributes of the product offering, which are generally concrete and specific (attribute-based
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content strategy). On the other hand, they can also design primarily around the benefits of
possessing or consuming the product with attributes which are intangible and less concrete
(benefit-based content strategy). In attribute-based appeals, campaign content would focus
on promoting the physical features or quantitative details of a product offering; thus they are
associated with a low level of construal. Rather, in benefit-based appeals, campaign content
would emphasize the outcomes of possessing or using a product offering in terms of
happiness, beauty, status, convenience, value and the like. These relatively intangible
benefits represent a high level of construal.

3.2 Who to Speak for a Campaign – Spokesperson Identity
Spokespersons in social media campaigns, or who speak for the campaigns, is one campaign
characteristic this research studies. In the context of marketing campaign contents, campaign
spokespersons (or endorsers) are often celebrities or influencers. Traditional celebrities
earned their public recognition with professional talent, whereas influencers, also known as
‘micro-celebrities’ or key opinion leaders (KOLs), earned fame by building personal brand as
experts (Khamis, Ang and Welling, 2017). No matter it is celebrity or KOL, endorsements are
effective through facilitating sense of belonging and social connectedness with audiences
(Poyry, et. Al., 2019).
3.2.1 Celebrities as Campaign Spokespersons
Celebrity endorser refers as a person using own public recognition to endorse a consumer
product in an advertisement (McCraken, 1989). Traditional celebrities can be generally
categorised as actors, musicians, athletes, models, artists or public figures, who can influence
opinions about what the audience would desire. Bergkvist and Zhou (2016) subsequently
defined celebrity endorsement as a person who uses his/ her public recognition to enter into
an agreement with an entity or a brand to engage the celebrity for the promotional purpose.
Existing research found that celebrity endorsement had positive effects on brand awareness
and loyalty (Miller and Laczniak, 2011), attitudes toward advertising messages (Silvera and
Austad, 2004), the attention audiences pay to these messages (Buttle et al., 2000), brand
attitudes (Till et al., 2008), brand awareness (Chan et al., 2013), and purchase intention (Atkin
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and Block, 1983; Ohanian, 1991; Petty et al., 1983; Till and Busler, 2000). The most wellrecognized model was developed by Ohanian (1990) which composes three main dimensions:
trustworthiness, expertise, and attractiveness. Even early studies suggested that celebrity
endorsement had positive effect on brand evaluations (Atkin and Block, 1983; Friedman and
Friedman, 1979). Studies of celebrity persuasion identified contributing factors of
attractiveness and transgressions of the celebrity, expertise and celebrity-brand fit as
endorsement situation and target audience (Bergkvist and Zhou, 2016). Generally, it was
assumed that celebrities posed positive impact on brand evaluations when perceived to be
trustworthy, appealing and well liked (Bergkvist and Zhou, 2016).
Furthermore, additional research focused on impact of such endorsements on consumer
response as explained by the source (Amos et. Al., 2008; Ohanian, 1990; Spry et. Al., 2011;
Hovland and Weiss, 1951-52), the match-up (Kahle and Homer, 1985; Kamins, 1990; Till and
Busler, 1998; Wright, 2016), the meaning transfer (Escalas and Bettman, 2017; Miller and
Allen, 2012; Thomas and Fowler, 2016), and recently process transfer (Wong et al. 2020).
Effective endorsement also led to positive impact on business and sales performance (Chung
et. Al., 2013; Derdenger et. Al., 2018; Elberse and Verleun, 2012) and shareholder wealth/
firm value (Agnihotri and Bhattacharya, 2016; Agrawal and Kamakura, 1995; Ding et. Al., 2011;
Farrell et al., 2000; Knittel and Stango, 2014; Nicolau and Santa-Marıa, 2013) emphasized
celebrities with high capital, having already extensive considerable media visibility. Hence,
evidence showed that using celebrities to endorse products can bring about positive effects
to product promotion and firm performance.
Past academic studies mainly focused on investigating the capacity of celebrities to enhance
favourability of consumer response to the product (Knoll and Mattes, 2017), financial
performance of endorsed firms. Past research has been scant about how marketing
practitioners select spokesperson or endorsers and how to manage campaigns with celebrity
(Bergkvist and Zhou, 2016). A study by Erdogan et. Al. (2001) examined the factors that
advertising agencies used to select celebrities and found that the three matching conditions
rated as most important were 1) celebrity-target audience match, 2) celebrity-product/ brand
match and 3) overall image of the celebrity.
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Regarding celebrity-target audience match, a study by Atkin and Block (1983) suggested that
celebrity endorsement had greater effects on younger (aged between 13-17) than older (aged
18 or above) consumers. On the other hand, Frieden (1984) and Ohanian (1991) did not
identify any differences in relation to age and celebrity endorsement. Bush et. Al (2004) found
stronger influence by celebrity on female teenagers than male as a role model; and Liu and
Brock (2011) found that male consumers were more responsive to female celebrity
attractiveness. On the contrary, Ohanian (1991) identified no evidence of gender impacts in
celebrity source factors on brand evaluations. Thus, there have been few studies on impacts
of target audience on celebrity endorsement and results were mixed for both age and gender.
However, it is suggested by Reid et. Al. (2009) that relationship between the gender of the
celebrity and the target audience when men and women responded differently to gender
specified communications. Two studies (Bush et. Al, 2004; Rossiter and Smidts, 2012)
supported the celebrity endorsement as role model influence positively affecting brand
effects. Bergkvist et. Al. (2016) found that if the celebrity endorsement was not perceived to
be with motive only for money but also quality of the brand, the effect on brand evaluations
was shown positive.
Further studies investigated the role of fit between the celebrity and the brand. Fit, which is
also referred to as congruence, in past studies, is defined as a degree of similarity or
consistency between the celebrity and the brand or product category and is specific to the
endorsement situation (Bergkvist and Zhou, 2016). Bergkvist and Zhou (2016) concluded that
fit was operationalised as an effect for brand evaluations or a moderator for attractiveness
or expertise effect (the matchup hypothesis). Previous studies found a positive effect of fit on
brand evaluations with better fitted between the celebrity and brand (Choi and Rifon, 2012;
Kamins and Gupta, 1994; Kirmani and Shiv, 1998). Two studies further found that the main
effect of fit was moderated by involvement and thus fit had a positive effect on brand
evaluations under conditions of high involvement (Kirmani and Shiv, 1998; Lee and Thorson,
2008).
In relation to the overall image of the celebrity, studies exhibited celebrity attractiveness had
positive impact on brand evaluations (Eisend and Langner, 2010; Kahle and Homer, 1985; Liu
and Brock, 2011; Lord and Putrevu, 2009; Till and Busler, 2000). In addition, Lord and Putrevu
(2009) suggested that expertise posed greater effects for informational communications than
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transformational communications and Till and Busler (2000) identified the moderation effect
of expertise on the fit between the celebrity and the brand. Furthermore, there are only few
studies on campaign management and only Choi and Rifon (2012) addressed celebrity-target
audience match and Erdogan, Baker and Tagg. (2001) showed the list of factors rated by
importance for celebrity endorsers selection by practitioners. This draws to research gap for
an elevated examination on practical relevance in celebrity endorsement.
3.2.2 Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) as Campaign Spokespersons
Opinion leadership refers as the extent of influence of an individual on other individual’s
attitudes or behaviour expressed informally in a desired way with relative frequency (Rogers,
1995). In social media context, KOLs / influencers are social media users who have numerous
followers and trigger positive attitude and behavioural responses by their followers so as to
stimulate interest to a brand through sharing posts and enabling influencers and fans to cocreate brand image on social media (Lou and Yuan, 2019; De Veirman et. Al., 2017; Evans
et.al., 2017; Giles and Edwards, 2018). Previous studies have examined marketing techniques
by various influencers as endorsers, including bloggers, vloggers or YouTubers,
Instagrammers and micro-celebrities (Audrezet, De Kerviler & Moulard, 2018).
Moreover, the use of ordinary people as endorsers (known as key opinion leaders) gained
popularity in marketing campaigns to improve advertising credibility (Munnukka et. Al., 2016).
For example, cosmetic brands gained significant publicity by featuring average women, who
are neither celebrities nor professional models and much like the women in our
neighbourhood, in advertisement. Both key opinion leaders (KOLs) or celebrity endorsers are
widely used in marketing to attract mass attention and to transfer their positive traits to the
brands they chosen to endorse (Chung and Cho, 2017).
There are limited studies on influencers in digital channels although literature have been
established on celebrity endorsements constituting mean to enhance brand attitude and
purchase intent (Torres et. Al., 2019). In the study of Torres et. Al. (2019), it is suggested that
the congruence between the influencer and the brand had a stronger effect than the
influencer’s attractiveness on attitudes toward the endorsement; however, the
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attractiveness of the influencer also influenced the perceived fit between the brand and the
influencer. While attractiveness and brand congruence both influenced purchase intentions
through the mediation of attitudes toward the endorsement and the brand, the research also
suggested that the followers of the influencer tended to find him/ her congruent with any
brand when influencer being widely appreciated (Torres et. Al., 2019). The findings of the
study concluded that using influencers had positively impacts on consumer attitudes and
purchase intentions if influencer is attractive and fits the endorsed brand.
Prior study found that KOLs who have home-grown audiences were more likely to be
attractive and also perceived as authentic and expert to be recognized as influencers in an
identity-relevant product domain (Berger and Ward, 2010). KOLs are having power to directly
influence the purchase decisions of a large audience and followers also perceive them to be
credible sources (De Veirman et. Al., 2017; Djafarova and Rushworth, 2017). There is a
growing trend of research examining the traits of influencer marketing, and the processes
KOLs playing a role to creare impact on brand responses (Schouten et. Al., 2020). Research by
Lee and Watkins (2016) suggested that vloggers positively affected consumer intentions for
luxury brands promoted in their vlogs; while the study by Chapple and Cownie (2017) found
that consumers regularly followed lifestyles vloggers’ product recommendations and
considered vloggers to offer reliable information and trust with explicit perceptions of
similarity. In the research of Casalo et. Al. (2020), results suggested that users perceived KOLs
in Instagram as opinion leader to influence consumer behavioural intentions toward both the
industry with critical factors of originality and uniqueness; while the perceived fit with the
consumers’ personality exerted stronger impact of the influence of opinion leadership on the
intention to follow.
Carrillat and Ilicic (2019) suggested that influencers and celebrity endorsers are recognized
authorities with similar symbolic capital in respective domains, through the followers for
influencers and through professional accreditation for celebrities. Celebrities and influencers
would earn celebrity capital differently and traditional celebrity is usually attained the status
through prior outstanding achievement and being independent from endorsement activities
(Escalas and Bettman, 2017). On the other hand, influencers often use social media to boost
their profile and usually gain with internet fame (Khamis et. al., 2016) and the influencers’
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celebrity capital is arguably at similar level as the cause and the consequence of the
endorsement (Carrillat and Ilicic, 2019).
Djafarova and Rushworth (2017) suggested that influencers, as compared to celebrities, had
stronger impact on young consumers for brand attitudes and purchase behaviours when
being perceived as reliable and relatable than traditional female celebrities. Recent study
investigated how celebrity vs. influencers having affected advertising effectiveness and
resonated more with influencers than celebrities by feeling higher similarity and trust
(Schouten et. Al., 2020).
However, past research has limited findings on the compared marketing effectiveness of
using celebrities or KOLs as endorser while recent market knowledge has skewed
understanding about influencers or KOLs being more effective than celebrities for inducing
positive outcomes for the products they endorse. In business practices, given the constraints
of resources and budget, marketers also in general have difficulty to conduct structured testand-learn to compare effectiveness among celebrities or KOLs for same campaign, and thus
the anticipated marketing outcomes under different circumstances for choosing either
celebrity or KOL as endorser are mainly based on experience or gut feeling.
This research can offer insights into this issue and establish marketer-actionable guidelines
on when celebrities versus KOLs are more effective social media campaign endorsers. To do
so, this research first proposes that celebrities and KOLs are construed at different levels in
the eyes of consumers due to their different perceived distances to the public. Based on this,
celebrities (KOLs) are argued to be more effective endorsers of campaigns with an SMMS of
brand building (business creation). The reasoning behind is articulated below.
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Summary 4: Selected literature review on Celebrity Endorsement
Celebrity Endorsement

KOLs/ Influencers Endorsement

IMPACTS on
brands

Positive effects on
§ brand awareness and loyalty (Miller and
Laczniak, 2011)
§ attitudes toward advertising messages
(Silvera and Austad, 2004)
§ the attention audiences pay to these
messages (Buttle et al., 2000)
§ brand attitudes (Till et al., 2008)
§ brand awareness (Chan et al., 2013)
§ purchase intention (Atkin and Block, 1983;
Ohanian, 1991; Petty et al., 1983; Till and
Busler, 2000)
§ subsequent choices, judgment and decision
making(Lee, Keller & Sternthal, 2010,
Cesario, Grant & Higgins, 2004, Lee &
Aaker, 2004)
§ brand evaluations when perceived to be
trustworthy, appealing and well liked
(Bergkvist and Zhou, 2016)

Positive effects on
§ the use of ordinary people gained
popularity in marketing campaigns
to improve advertising credibility
(Munnukka et. Al., 2016)
§ positively impacts on consumer
attitudes and purchase intentions if
influencer is attractive and fits the
endorsed brand (Torres et. Al.,
2019)

Explained by

Such endorsements on consumer response by
§ the source (Amos et. Al., 2008; Ohanian,
1990; Spry et. Al., 2011; Hovland and Weiss,
1951-52)
§ the match-up (Kahle and Homer, 1985;
Kamins, 1990; Till and Busler, 1998; Wright,
2016)
§ the meaning transfer (Escalas and Bettman,
2017; Miller and Allen, 2012; Thomas and
Fowler, 2016)
§ process transfer (Wong et al. 2020)
Three matching conditions rated as most
important to select celebrities were 1) celebritytarget audience match, 2) celebrity-product/
brand match and 3) overall image of the
celebrity (Erdogan et. Al., 2001)
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§

§

§

Having home-grown audiences
in an identity-relevant product
domain were more likely to be
attractive and also perceived as
authentic and expert to be
recognized (Berger and Ward,
2010)
Having power to directly
influence the purchase
decisions of a large audience
and followers also perceive
them to be credible sources (De
Veirman et. Al., 2017; Djafarova
and Rushworth, 2017)
Playing a role to create impact
on brand responses (Schouten
et. Al., 2020)

Role of Fit
(Congruence)

§

§

§

A degree of similarity or consistency
between the celebrity and the brand or
product category (Bergkvist and Zhou,
2016)
Positive effect of fit on brand evaluations
with better fitted between the celebrity and
brand (Choi and Rifon, 2012; Kamins and
Gupta, 1994; Kirmani and Shiv, 1998)
Positive impact on business and sales
performance (Chung et. Al., 2013;
Derdenger et. Al., 2018; Elberse and
Verleun, 2012), shareholder wealth/ firm
value (Agnihotri and Bhattacharya, 2016;
Agrawal and Kamakura, 1995; Ding et. Al.,
2011; Farrell et al., 2000; Knittel and
Stango, 2014; Nicolau and Santa-Marıa,
2013)

§

§

The congruence between the
influencer and the brand had a
stronger effect than the influencer’s
attractiveness on attitudes toward
the endorsement (Torres et. Al.,
2019)
Users perceived as opinion leader
to influence consumer behavioural
intentions toward both the industry
with critical factors of originality
and uniqueness; while the
perceived fit with the consumers’
personality exerted stronger impact
of the influence of opinion
leadership on the intention to
follow (Casalo et. Al.,2020)

3.2.3 Construal Levels of Celebrities and KOLs
Based on CLT literature, KOLs and celebrities are endorsers of different social distances to
consumers. It is suggested that the lower similarity to ourselves, the higher socially distant
we perceive (Liviatan et. al., 2008) and changes in construal levels may shift people’s
evaluation of an event. As compared to celebrities, who are highly reputed individuals to
receive significant media attention (McCracken, 1989), KOLs would be someone more similar
to oneself and thus the more socially proximal (Liviatan et. al., 2006). KOLs present
themselves like ordinary neighbourhood, are approachable, and at the same time possess
authentic personalities (Chapple and Cownie, 2017). They inclusively address their followers
in posts exhibiting certain closeness, and engage the followers to see themselves as peer
groups (Erz and Christensen, 2018). In sum, whereas KOLs should be relatively more similar
to consumers (the general public); they should be construed at a relatively low level. Rather,
celebrities should be less similar to consumers; they are perceived to be more socially distant
to consumers and are construed at a relatively high level.
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3.3 Where to Place a Campaign – Campaign Distribution Channel
Social media becomes new mean of engagement with firms and peer consumers and the firmgenerated communication in social media is considered as essential element of promotion
mix (Mangold & Faulds, 2009). Leveraging the nature of participatory interaction media, social
media induces significant value to transform a corporate message into a perceived social
message (Kilgour et. al. 2015).
Marketers have to carefully manage where to disseminate the message, which affects the
perceived source of the information (Hsu et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2011). In business practice,
marketers may choose to place the advertisement on own fan page (i.e. the branded fan page)
or negotiate to place the advertisement on other fan page with an ad placement fee (as
known as page line-up). According to CLT, promoting through firms’ own fan page and
placement through fan page line-up are advertisements of different distances from the target
audiences. Whereas advertisement placement through own fan page should be perceived
closer to the brand, advertisement placement through fan page line-up, which can be
described as firms or marketers initiate to align with owner of other fan page for broadcasting
or delivering firm’s branded contents on the said fan page, should be considered farther away
to the brand.
To summarize, this research builds on the conceptualization of Li et. al. (2020) and identifies
two prominent social media marketing strategic orientations firms may pursue when
formulating their social media marketing campaigns, namely the social CRM strategic
orientation and social content strategic orientation. Details of these two strategic
orientations and their relative construal levels are presented in Table 1. In addition, Table 1
also presents the two marketing campaign characteristics, namely campaign spokesperson
identity (celebrities vs. KOLs) and campaign distribution channel (own brand’s fan page vs.
other brand’s fan page) and their respective construal levels.
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Social Media Marketing
Strategic Orientations

Marketing Campaign
Characteristics

Social CRM Brand building
(relational)

Business
creation
(transactional)

Where to
Promote
(Distribution
Channel)

Construal
Level

High

Low

Construal Level High

Low

Social
Content

Benefits-based Attribute-based
appeal
appeal

Who to
Promote
(Spokesperson
identity)

KOLs

Construal
Level

High

Construal Level High

Low

Other
Own fan
brand’s fan page
page

Celebrities

Low

Table 1. SMMSs, campaign characteristics and their relative construal levels

3.4 Hypothesis
Thus far, this research draws on CLT and argues that different SMMSs and campaign
characteristics are associated with varying levels of construal. To take a step further, this
research grounds on the construal fit mechanism and proposes that, when the construal level
of SMMS and that of campaign characteristic match or “fit” with one another, consumer
reactions to the campaign are intensified. This construal fit mechanism is particularly relevant
to the current context. In developing a marketing campaign on social media, marketers need
to decide, among others, the campaign strategy and campaign characteristics. Such decisions
influence what and how the campaign information is presented to target audiences.
Importantly, marketers are interested in the downstream consequences after the target
audiences are exposed to the campaign, that is, how target audiences process the campaign
information and then react to the campaign. Therefore, the construal fit effect, which predicts
the downstream consequences of being exposed to situations involving more than one
psychological dimension, is suitable as the theoretical foundation to predict consumer
reactions after being exposed to a social media marketing campaign.
Another reason why the construal fit effect is likely to take an important role in the social
media context is because social media are characterized by their capabilities of
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connectedness and interactivity (Li et al. 2020). These characteristics enable marketers to
engage with consumers in ways that the traditional communications channels cannot
(Lamberton & Stephen, 2016). In other words, the favorable consumer reactions exhibited in
social media campaigns are driven by the enhanced consumer engagement enabled by these
unique social media characteristics. At the same time, as discussed above, psychological
engagement is central to the construal fit effect. It is induced by a match in the construal
levels of two psychological distance dimensions. Therefore, based on CLT, if the construal
levels of the strategy and characteristic of a social media marketing campaign match and
induce a construal fit effect, consumer engagement in processing the campaign information
is enhanced. Based on the social media marketing literature, this enhanced engagement is
key to driving favorable consumer reactions to social media campaigns. These reasonings
form the basis of the hypothesis presented below.
In context of social media marketing campaigns, we anticipate when the construal level of
the campaign as induced by marketing strategy matches the construal level of the campaign
as induced by campaign characteristic (i.e., spokesperson identity or distribution channel),
these two characteristics draw the attention of consumers to the campaign information at
comparable construal level. Such a fit in construal levels associated with the campaign
strategy and characteristics induces consumers to be more engaged in processing the
information and makes them “feel right” when processing the information (Kim et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2010). Furthermore, when such a “feeling right” experience is misattributed to the
campaign, the perceived persuasiveness of the campaign is enhanced, resulting in more
favourable reactions to the campaign (Higgins et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010).
Therefore, consumer reactions to the campaign, such as click-through rates and behavioral
intention to participate in follow-up events, are more favourable. To put formally:
Hypothesis 1:

When the construal level (high vs. low) of a social media marketing strategy
and the construal level (high vs. low) of the campaign characteristic are
comparable (i.e., both are of high levels or low levels), consumer reactions to
the campaign (such as click-through rates and behavioral intention to
participate in follow-up events ) will be more favourable than the campaign
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strategy and characteristic are of different construal levels (i.e., one is of high
level and the other is of low level).

Proposed research model
(Test in field and lab studies)
What has been proposed (Li. Et. al. 2020)
What is proposed in this research
§
§

Social CRM strategy (relational vs.
transactional)
Social content strategy (benefits-based vs
attribute-based)

§
§

WHERE to promote (own brand’s fan page
vs. other brand’s fan page)
WHO to promote (celebrity vs. KOL)

Underlying mechanism: Engagement
Processing fluency and the “fit effect”

Favourable consumer reactions
(These strategies systematically differ in the organizational goals firms aim to achieve, ranging from transactional to relational goals)

Following the analysis of studies by Lee et. al. (2010), the effect of construal fit from SMMS
and campaign characteristic on behavioural intention is predicted to be mediated by
engagement and processing fluency; and the construal fit of the interactive effect (i.e. the “fit
effect”) between SMMS and campaign characteristic on processing fluency is predicted to be
mediated by engagement. Such fit effect can induce people to be more engaged in processing
the information, which in turn drives people to find information easier to process and hence
enhances their behavioural intention towards the campaign, such as feeling more interested
and be more willing to participate. Therefore, this research follows these prior findings and
hypothesizes that:
Hypothesis 2:

The construal fit effect on consumer reactions hypothesized in H1 will be
mediated by engagement and processing fluency, and the construal fit effect
on processing fluency will be mediated by engagement (i.e., construal fit à
engagement à processing fluency à consumer reactions).
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4. Overview of Studies
This research runs field and laboratory experiments to test the research hypothesis. As
effective measurement to compare different online or social media advertising strategies, the
click-through rate (CTR), which has the highest popularity and practical meaning of
advertising efficiency, is statistically measured.
Following the industry standard for campaign’s success metrics, the click-through rate of
online advertising is calculated by dividing the number of followers who clicked on an
advertisement to the number of the advertisements displayed (or number of impressions).
CTR = Total number of clicks/ Total number of ads displayed
A series of field experiments (Study 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b) were conducted under real business
environment using Facebook fan pages in normal operation to test the conceptualisation of
the hypotheses for this research and provided evidence for generalisability and external
validity of the theoretical arguments. The results also pre-tested and operationalised for the
impact of construal fit between social media marketing strategies and different elements of
marketing mix.
To examine and calibrate depth of the hypotheses, main study were laboratory experiments
to test the process mechanism of construal fit. It aimed to (1) demonstrate the construal fit
effect between elements of marketing campaign strategy and elements of campaign content,
and to (2) directly tested the construal fit mechanism. The study manipulated one element of
marketing strategy and one element of campaign content, yielding a 2x2 betweenparticipants design. Undergraduate students were invited to participate in the study for a
small amount of monetary incentives. The participants were also asked to report the extent
to which they “feel right” about the advertisement as they were reading it. This measure was
subjected to mediation analysis. An interaction between element of marketing campaign
strategy and element of campaign content on consumer reactions to the advertisement was
expected, and such interaction effect was expected to be mediated by participants’ “feeling
right” experience.
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In the lab experiment, it aimed to provide evidence for the internal validity and process
mechanism. The experiment had been focused on further examining the spokesperson (or
endorser) identify which not only validated the construal fit mechanism as proposed and at
the same time aimed to debunk the “myth” among marketers in business practices and
provide concrete guidance of whether using KOLs or celebrities as endorsers drive better
consumer reactions in social media marketing campaigns to address the somehow
contradicting findings in previous research studies and “best practices” in market practice.

4.1 Study 1a and 1b (Social CRM strategy x distribution channel interaction)
Objectives. Study 1a and 1b were two field experiments. They aimed to test the prediction
1. Study 1a involved a marketing campaign with the objective of brand building (relational in
nature), whereas Study 1b involved a marketing campaign with the objective of business
creation (transactional in nature).
Prediction 1: (Social CRM strategy x distribution channel interaction) - When a social media
marketing campaign has the objective of brand building (focusing on
relationship development), consumer reactions are more favourable if the
campaign is distributed in others’ pages as a page line-up (vs. in the brand’s
own fan page). When the campaign has the objective of business creation
(focusing on transactional business building), consumer reactions are more
favourable if the campaign is distributed in the brand’s own fan page (vs. in
others’ pages as a page line-up).
Design. Across both Study 1a and 1b, the same financial services brand, which is a bank, was
used. In Study 1a, the marketing campaign was related to the bank’s sponsorship for the
annual wine and dine event organised by local Tourism Board and thus would consider to be
brand building oriented campaign from perspective of the bank’s business. Oppositely, the
marketing campaign in Study 1b focused on acquisition of customers using a banking product,
namely kid account, which would clearly consider to have a strategic orientation of business
creation. In both studies, the distribution channel of a social media marketing campaign was
manipulated such that the campaign was either shown in the brand’s own fan page or in
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others’ pages as page line-up. Therefore, while both studies had a simple two-condition
(campaign distribution channel: own brand’s fan page vs. other brand’s page line-up)
between-participants design, Study 1a involved a social media marketing campaign with the
social CRM strategic objective of brand building (a high construal level strategic objective),
whereas Study 1b involved a social media marketing campaign with the social CRM strategic
objective of business creation (a low construal level strategic objective).
Procedures. In Study 1a, the social media marketing campaign was about promoting a wine
and dine festival in which the bank was a major sponsor of the event. By sponsoring and thus
associating with the wine and dine festival, the bank aims to build a brand image of chic,
sociable and prestige. In Oct 2014, the bank posted an advertisement on social media, which
was about inviting audiences to join the sponsored wine and dine festival. Free admission
tickets were offered to participants who played the social media game. However, two
versions of advertisement, whose contents were basically identical, were prepared and
posted on the bank’s own fan page and another brand’s page as a page line-up respectively.
The two fan pages include a lifestyle media page, Like Magazine, and another local thematic
fan page which focused to recommend good places for hanging out. Both ads were placed in
their respective fan pages for a period of 2 days (29-20 Oct), and the click-through rates of
these two ads were recorded and used as a measure of consumer response to the ad.
As the ad had the objective of brand building, it is said to be associated with a high construal
level. Thus, it is expected to elicit more favorable consumer reactions when the ad was posted
on another brand’s page as a page line-up (which is of greater distance to the brand and thus
is associated with high construal level as well) than when it was posted on the bank’s fan page.
In Study 1b, the social media marketing campaign focused on acquisition of a banking product,
namely kid account, which would clearly consider to have strategic orientation for business
creation. In Feb 2014, the bank posted an advertisement on social media, which was about
soliciting audience to open a kid account for their child during the Chinese New Year festival
so as to strengthen the good saving habit. Extra red pack incentives were offered for opening
new account at the branches. Two versions of advertisement, whose contents were basically
identical, were prepared and placed on the bank’s own fan page and another brand’s page as
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a page line-up. The page line-up was with a local parenting thematic fan page, named FAM,
which fans of the page were mainly parents with young kid. Both ads were placed in their
respective fan pages for a period of 9 days (29 Jan – 5 Feb), and the click-through rates of
these two ads were recorded and used as a measure of consumer response to the ad.
When the ad had the objective of eliciting business for a product, consumers are concerned
about specific actions towards the brand (i.e. making a purchase) and it is said to be
associated with a low construal level. Thus, it is expected to elicit more favorable consumer
reactions when the ad was posted on own fan page than when it is posted on another brand’s
page as a page line-up. This is related to behaviour-specific appraisals limited to the
purchasing behaviour, which is a form of low level appraisal (Han et al. 2014). A low CRM
strategic orientation has a short-term, transactional focus of sales and/ or product promotion.
Table 2a and 2b show the details of the marketing campaign used in Study 1a and consumer
reactions to the campaign; whereas Table 3a and 3b show the details of the marketing
campaign used in Study 1b and consumer reactions to the campaign.
Results and Discussion. As seen from Table 2b, for the brand building oriented campaign,
the click-through rate (4.32%) of the advertisement placed in another brand’s page line up is
significantly higher than the click-through rate (0.71%) of the same advertisement placed in
the own brand’s page (χ2(1) = 527.50, p < .001). Conversely, as seen from Table 3b, for the
campaign with orientation of business creation, the click-through rate (2.65%) of the
advertisement placed in own brand’s page is significantly higher than the click-through rate
(1.22%) of the same advertisement placed in another brand’s page as page line up (χ2(1) =
975.27, p < .001). Collectively, these results supported our Prediction 1.
By controlling the contents and visuals of the posts and ad target selection for each post, the
setting to reduce other varying factors which may affect the results of the field experiments.
However, as potential alternate explanation for Study 1a and 1b, the constraints of having
different target audience, different size and composition of fan base for each fan page may
contribute the differences in click-through rate among fan pages for the same event. To
address this potential limitation, further experiments were conducted.
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Place through own fan page

Place through page line-up
1.

Media page “Like Magazine HK”

2.

Social media page

Table 2a. Brand Building Oriented Campaign: Wine & Dine Festival Campaign (Oct 2014) –
Study 1a.
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Place through own fan page

Place through page line-up

Nature

Brand Building oriented

Brand Building oriented

Promotion Approach

Direct ad message

Direct ad message

Fan Base

18,107

1. 83,318
2. 48,184

Impressions

209,937

1. 3,123
2. 4,388

Clicks

1,497

1. 135
2. 76

Likes

94

1. 50
2. 107

Click-through Rate (CTR)

0.71%

1. 4.32% ( χ2(1) = 527.50, p
< .001)
2. 1.73% ( χ2(1) = 61.50, p
< .001)

Table 2b. Click-through rates of marketing campaign distributed in own brand’s page and
others’ pages as page line-up – Study 1a.
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Place through own fan page

Place through page line-up
1.

Media page “FAM”

Table 3a. Business Creation Oriented Campaign: Kid Account Acquisition Campaign - (Feb
2014) – Study 1b.

Place through own fan page

Place through page line-up

Nature

Promotion oriented

Promotion oriented

Promotion Approach

Direct ad message

Direct ad message

Fan Base

12,000

22,671

Impressions

215,789

167,851

Clicks

5,716

2,044

Likes

4,973

818

Click-through Rate (CTR)

2.65%

1.22% ( χ2(1) = 975.27, p
< .001)

Table 3b. Click-through rates of marketing campaign distributed in own brand’s page and
others’ pages as page line-up – Study 1b.
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4.2 Study 2a and 2b (Social content strategy x endorser interaction)
Objectives. Like Study 1a and 1b, Study 2a and 2b were also field experiments aiming to test
Prediction 2. Study 2a involved a marketing campaign with benefits-based appeal, whereas
Study 2b involved a marketing campaign with attribute-based appeal.
Prediction 2: (Social content x endorser interaction) - When a social media marketing
campaign uses benefit-based appeal content, consumer reactions are more
favourable if the campaign uses celebrity endorsers (vs. KOL endorsers). When
the campaign uses attribute-based appeal content, consumer reactions are
more favourable if the campaign uses KOL endorsers (vs. celebrity endorsers).
Procedures. In both studies, endorser of the campaign (KOL vs. celebrity) was manipulated
into two conditions. The studies were said to have a two-condition between-participants
design. Table 4a and 4b show the details of the marketing campaign used in Study 2a and
consumer reactions to the campaign; whereas Table 5a and 5b show the details of the
marketing campaign used in Study 2b and consumer reactions to the campaign.
The marketing campaigns were set to be placed under same fan page while attempting to
control varying factors, including the ad format, production and media budget, promotion
approach, that may affect the results. In Study 2a, the marketing campaign focused on the
bank’s credit card offers for the bank which highlighted enjoying the privileges year round (i.e.
benefit-based appeal), whereas Study 2b emphasized on specified promotion offers, such as
earning extra credit card bonus points for using credit card at designated merchants (i.e.
attribute-based appeal).
Results and Discussion.

As shown in Table 4b, for the campaign using benefits-based

information, the engagement rate of the advertisement using celebrity as endorser (0.76%)
was higher than that using KOL as endorser (0.23%; χ2(1) = 170.99, p < .001). Conversely, as
shown in Table 5b, for the campaign using attribute-based information, the engagement
rate (3.7%) of the advertisement using KOL as endorser was significantly higher than the
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engagement rate (1.2%) of the advertisement using celebrity as endorser (χ2(1) = 47.58, p
< .001). These results provided support to our Prediction 2.
Feed With KOL as endorser
(Catherine Lee)

Feed with Celebrity as endorser
(Bella Lam)
On Own Facebook Page

On Own Facebook Page

On Line up Facebook Page

On Line up Facebook Page

Table 4a. Campaign with Benefits-based Appeal: Credit Card Year Round Usage Campaign
(Feb 2016) – Study 2a.
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Feed With KOL as endorser
(Catherine Lee)

Feed with Celebrity as endorser
(Bella Lam)

Production Budget

Same level

Same level

Video Type

Carousel x 4

Carousel x 4

Talent cost

Relatively cheap

Relatively expensive

Promotion Approach

With graphic background

With graphic background

Media Plan

Post Ad

Post Ad

Actual Media Budget

HK$5,500 on own page

HK$5,500 on own page

Media plan duration

8 days

8 days

Organic Reach

5,347

11,122

Paid Reach

56,454

44,625

Total Reach

61,801

55,747

Reaction

125

372

Comment

10

30

Share

8

22

Engagement Rate

0.23%

0.76% ( χ2(1) = 170.99, p < .001)

Table 4b. Click-through rates and engagement rates of benefits-based appeal campaign with
using KOL and celebrity endorsers – Study 2a.
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Feed With KOLs as endorser

Feed with Celebrity as endorser
(Snow Suen)

Table 5a. Campaign with Attribute-based Appeal: Credit Card 3x10x Bonus Point Campaign
(Jul 2017) – Study 2b.
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Feed with KOLs as endorser

Feed with Celebrity as endorser

Production Budget

Same

Same

Video Duration

2:12

0:08

Talent

Ordinary Talents

KOL – Snow Suen

Talent cost

Relatively cheap

Relatively expensive

Promotion Approach

Story-telling

Repetitive scene + animation

Media Plan

Post Ad

Post Ad

Actual Media Budget

HK$5,312.5 on own page

HK$5,312.5 on own page

Media plan duration

8 days

8 days

Organic Reach

10,751

3,395

Paid Reach

59,063

53,093

Total Reach

69,814

56,488

Reaction

312

143

Comment

22

0

Share

19

4

Engagement Rate

3.7%

1.2% ( χ2(1) = 47.58, p < .001)

Table 5b. Click-through rates and engagement rates of attribute-based appeal campaign
with using KOL and celebrity endorsers – Study 2b.
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4.3 Study 3 (laboratory experiment testing the mediating effect of construal fit)
Pretest
Objectives. The pretest had two parts. The first part aimed to test the effectiveness of
spokesperson identity manipulation to be used in the main study, and the second part was
designed to identify suitable photos of the spokesperson to be used in the main study stimuli.
A total of 38 undergraduate students voluntarily participated in the pretest for HKD $20 fast
food shop coupons.
Procedures. A public person, Sarah Song, was selected to test her suitability to be used for
manipulating spokesperson identity in the main study. The study drafted two short
descriptions about Sarah Song based on the information in Wikipedia (2021). In one version
(the celebrity condition), the description highlighted the celebrity identity of Sarah Song (e.g.,
she is well-known as a champion in a beauty pageant and an artist worked in a TV station,
acting in dramas and hosting TV shows). In another version (the KOL condition), the
description focused on her KOL identity (e.g., she runs a social media channel with her
husband on Facebook and Instagram and she has live broadcasts to interact with her
supporters every week). These descriptions were shown in Appendix 1.
In the first part of the pretest, the participants were randomly presented with one of these
two versions of the description of Sarah Song. After reading the description, they indicated to
what extent they viewed Sarah Song: (1) was an artist, and (2) a KOL on seven-point scales (1
= not at all; 7 = very much).
Then, in the second part of the pretest, the participants were presented with six different
photos of Sarah Song. These pictures were from Sarah Song’s social media accounts and/or
internet search. The order of presenting these photos was randomized. The participants
evaluated each photo on three seven-point scales anchoring from “extremely
bad/unfavourable/negative” (1) to “extremely good/favourable/positive” (7) (α = .89). The
ratings of these three items were averaged to become a composite score of photo evaluation.
They also rated on an 11-point scale the extent to which they viewed the photo looked “more
like a celebrity’s photo” (0), “like both” (5), “more like a KOL’s photo” (10).
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Results. Among the 38 pretest participants, one of them spent unreasonably long time (more
than 51 hours, whereas other participants, on average, spent 5 minutes) to complete the
study. Therefore, responses from that participant were excluded from the analysis. Recall that
the first aim of the pretest is to measure the effectiveness of spokesperson identity
manipulation. Results of independent samples t-tests revealed that participants in the
celebrity condition regarded the spokesperson as an artist (M = 5.68) more than those in the
KOL condition did (M = 4.44; t(35) = 3.02, p < .01), whereas the participants in the KOL
condition viewed the spokesperson to be a KOL (M = 5.33) to a greater extent than those in
the celebrity condition did (M = 3.21; t(35) = 4.04, p < .001). Collectively, these results
suggested that the spokesperson this pretest employed could be viewed as a celebrity or a
KOL, and that the description presented in this pretest could reasonably manipulate the
participants to view the spokesperson to be more like a celebrity or a KOL. Thus, the
spokesperson identity manipulation materials tested in this pretest were deemed effective
and would be used in the main study.
The second objective of the pretest is to identify two photos that: (1) were comparably
favourable, but (2) one of them looked more like a celebrity’s photo whereas the other one
looked more like a KOL’s photo. Based on these two criteria, the pretest identified two photos
that: (1) their evaluation scores were comparable (Mphoto1 = 4.58 vs. Mphoto2 = 4.82; F(1,
36) = 1.59, p > .20), and (2) their ratings on whether the photo looked like a celebrity photo
versus a KOL photo were significantly different (Mphoto1 = 3.05 vs. Mphoto2 = 6.03; F(1, 36)
= 27.57, p < .001). Therefore, these two photos would be used as the main study stimuli to
accompany the spokesperson description to manipulate spokesperson identity (see Appendix
2 for the two chosen photos).
Main Study
The main study was designed based on the results from the pretest. Details of the main study
are described below.
Objectives. Study 3 was a laboratory experiment which aimed to test Predictions 3 and 4. It
aimed to take a step further, grounded on the construal fit mechanism, to test differences in
construal level having profound impact on consumer reactions to marketing campaigns in
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social media. In the current context, the construal fit mechanism is particularly relevant,
which predicted the downstream consequences after the target audiences were exposed to
the social media campaign, that was, how target audiences processed the campaign
information and then evaluated consumer reactions after being exposed to the campaign
contents.
Prediction 3: (Social CRM strategy x endorser interaction) - When a social media marketing
campaign has the objective of brand building (focusing on relationship
development), consumer reactions are more favourable if the campaign uses
celebrity endorsers (vs. KOL endorsers). When the campaign has the objective
of business creation (focusing on transactional business building), consumer
reactions are more favourable if the campaign uses KOL endorsers (vs.
celebrity endorsers).
Prediction 4: The effect of construal fit from strategy objective and spokesperson identity
on behavioural intention is predicted to be mediated by processing fluency and
engagement; and the construal fit of the interactive effect (i.e. the “fit effect”)
between strategy objective and spokesperson identity on processing fluency is
mediated by engagement.
Design and Participants. The main study had a 2 (strategy objective: relational vs.
transactional) × 2 (spokesperson identity: celebrity vs. KOL) between-participants design. A
total of 121 university students (mean age 21, 84% female, 90% undergraduate students)
voluntarily participated in the study for HK$30 incentives. They were randomly assigned to
one of the four experimental conditions.
Procedures. The participants were told that the study investigated social media marketing
strategy effectiveness. The study was conducted online and had three parts. In the first part,
the participants were subjected to the spokesperson identity manipulation. This was done by
presenting the participants with a description of Sarah Song, which highlighted either her
identity as an artist (for those being randomly assigned to the celebrity condition) or a KOL
(for those being randomly assigned to the KOL condition). These two versions of description
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were tested in the pretest and are shown in Appendix 1. After reading the description, the
participants responded to the two identity manipulation check items reported in the pretest.
Then the participants proceeded to the second part of the study, where they were presented
with a Facebook post published by a fictitious contact lens brand called Blalen. The post
consisted of a short description and a photo featuring the brand and its (fictitious)
spokesperson, Sarah Song. In the celebrity conditions, the post described how Blalen contact
lens facilitated the spokesperson’s works as an artist and a celebrity, whereas in the KOL
conditions, the post described how Blalen contact lens supported the spokesperson to pursue
better performance in exercising. After this short description about how the spokesperson
made good use of the branded product, across all experimental conditions, the Facebook post
announced an upcoming promotion event, which was a live broadcast by the spokesperson
on the brand’s Facebook page. However, the objective of this promotion event was varied in
order to manipulate strategy objectives. Specifically, in the relational objective conditions,
the Facebook post stated that the spokesperson would share more beauty and fitness tips in
the live broadcast event. Hence this event aimed to reinforce the brand’s association with
beauty and fitness (i.e., relational, brand building). However, in the transactional objective
conditions, the Facebook post stated that the spokesperson would provide a promotion code
in the live broadcast event for audiences to purchase the branded products at a discount.
Thus the objective of this event was mainly to drive sales (i.e., transactional, business
creation). Across all the four experimental conditions, the description in the Facebook post
was followed by a photo of the spokesperson. See Appendix 3 for all the four versions of
Facebook posts used in different experimental conditions.
All the participants were asked to imagine that they read the Facebook post described above
when they browsed their Facebook account one day. After reading the Facebook post, they
responded to two items pertaining to the objective of the upcoming promotion event (the
spokesperson will share beauty and fitness tips / the spokesperson will provide a promotion
code for purchasing the branded products at a discount) on a scale anchoring from “strongly
disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (7). They also reported their extent of engagement by
reporting how they felt (motivated, feel right; α = .74; items adopted from Lee et al. 2010)
while they were reading the Facebook post on a scale ranging from “not at all” (1) to “very
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much” (7)). To measure processing fluency, the participants were asked to mark the extent
of agreement (1 = “strongly disagree” and 7 = “strongly agree”) that the content of the
Facebook post was easy to process (item adopted from Lee et al. 2010). Finally, they indicated
their behavioural intention towards the promotion event (interested in the event, will join
the event if time allows; α = .93) on a scale anchoring from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly
agree” (7)). These items were all measured on 7-point scales.
In the third part of the study, the participants reported simple demographic information and
what they thought the objective of the study was. No participants could reasonably state the
real objective of the study.
Results and Discussion
Strategy Objective Manipulation Check.

The participants reported to what extent they

agreed that “the spokesperson will share beauty and fitness tips” in the upcoming promotion
event on a 7-point scale (1 = “strongly disagree”; 7 = “strongly agree”). As expected, results
of a 2 (strategy objective: relational vs. transactional) × 2 (spokesperson identity: celebrity vs.
KOL) ANOVA on the rating of this item revealed a significant effect of strategy objective, F(1,
117) = 38.69, p < .001. The participants in the relational objective conditions (M = 5.63) agreed
more strongly that beauty and fitness tips would be shared in the upcoming promotion event
than those in the transactional objective conditions (M = 3.72).
Unexpectedly, however, the interaction effect was also significant, F(1, 117) = 4.38, p < .05.
Among the participants in the relational objective conditions, those in the celebrity condition
(M = 5.86) reported a higher rating than those in the KOL condition (M = 5.39, F(1, 59) = 1.16,
p > .20), whereas among the participants in the transactional objective conditions, those in
the celebrity condition (M = 3.31) reported a lower rating than those in the KOL condition (M
= 4.13, F(1, 58) = 3.52, p > .05). Nevertheless, none of these differences were statistically
significant. In fact, the interaction effect size (η² = .04) was much smaller than strategy
objective effect size (η² = .25). Given the strong strategy objective manipulation, the relatively
small and non-significant mean differences across the celebrity and KOL conditions at each
level of strategy objective could be due to random errors and should not influence our
intended manipulation in substance.
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The participants also reported to what extent they agreed that “the spokesperson will provide
a promotion code for purchasing the branded products at a discount” in the upcoming
promotion event on a 7-point scale (1 = “strongly disagree”; 7 = “strongly agree”). Results of
a 2 (strategy objective: relational vs. transactional) × 2 (spokesperson identity: celebrity vs.
KOL) ANOVA on the rating of this item revealed only a significant effect of strategy objective,
F(1, 117) = 117.89, p < .001. The participants in the transactional objective conditions (M =
6.21) agreed more strongly that a promotion code would be shared in the upcoming
promotion event than those in the relational objective conditions (M = 2.52). No other effects
were significant (ps < .10). Collectively, the strategy objective manipulation was deemed
acceptable.
Spokesperson Identity Manipulation Check. The participants indicated to what extent they
viewed the spokesperson as an artist on a 7-point scale (1 = “not at all”; 7 = “very much”).
Results of a 2 (strategy objective: relational vs. transactional) × 2 (spokesperson identity:
celebrity vs. KOL) ANOVA on the rating of this item revealed only a significant effect of
spokesperson identity, F(1, 117) = 4.90, p < .05. The participants in the celebrity conditions
regarded the spokesperson as an artist (M = 6.09) more than those in the KOL conditions did
(M = 5.64). In addition, the participants also indicated to what extent they viewed the
spokesperson as a KOL on a 7-point scale (1 = “not at all”; 7 = “very much”). The same 2-way
ANOVA on the rating of this item revealed only a significant effect of spokesperson identity,
F(1, 117) = 4.19, p < .05. The participants in the KOL conditions regarded the spokesperson as
a KOL (M = 5.39) to a greater extent than those in the celebrity conditions did (M = 4.82). No
other effects were significant. Results indicated that the extent to which the participants
viewed the spokesperson as a celebrity versus KOL was systematically influenced by the
spokesperson identity manipulation but not the strategy objective manipulation. Hence, the
spokesperson identity manipulation was successful.
Behavioural Intention. The ratings on the two items measuring participants’ behavioural
intention towards the promotion event were averaged to form a composite score of
behavioural intention. Consistent with my prediction, a 2 × 2 ANOVA on this score revealed a
significant interaction between strategy objective and spokesperson identity (F(1, 117) =
15.48, p < .001), whereas the main effects were not significant (ps > .10). Planned contrasts
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indicated that when the promotion event was aimed for relational brand building (i.e., for
building the brand association with beauty and fitness), the participants indicated higher
behavioural intention towards the promotion event if the spokesperson was a celebrity (M =
2.70) than if the spokesperson was a KOL (M = 1.92; F(1, 117) = 4.32, p < .05). However, when
the promotion event was aimed for driving sales (i.e., giving out a discount code), the
participants showed higher behavioural intention towards the promotion event if the
spokesperson was a KOL (M = 3.39) than if the spokesperson was a celebrity (M = 2.09; F(1,
117) = 12.13, p < .001).

Behavioral Intention
4

3

2

1
Relational (brand building)
High Construal Level (celebrity)

Transactional (drive sales)
Low Construal Level (KOL)

Chart 1: Behavioural intention as a function of strategy objective (relational vs. transactional)
and spokesperson identity (celebrity vs KOL)
Processing Fluency.

Some prior studies have suggested that the fit effect resulted from

construal or regulatory orientation is mediated by processing fluency (Labroo and Lee 2006;
Lee and Aaker 2004). To test whether the interactive effect between strategy objective and
spokesperson identity on behavioural intention was driven by a construal fit mechanism, the
same 2 × 2 ANOVA on processing fluency was conducted. If the results on behavioural
intention was indeed driven by a construal fit mechanism, ANOVA results are expected to
reveal significant interactive effect on processing fluency as well. As expected, ANOVA results
revealed only a significant interaction effect, F(1, 117) = 9.56, p < .01. Planned contrasts
indicated that when the promotion event had a relational strategy objective, the participants
perceived the Facebook post message to be easier to process when the spokesperson was a
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celebrity (M = 5.43) than when the spokesperson was a KOL (M = 4.76; F(1, 117) = 5.26, p
< .05). However, when the promotion event had a transactional strategy objective, the
participants perceived the Facebook post message to be easier to process when the
spokesperson was a KOL (M = 5.13) than when the spokesperson was a celebrity (M = 4.52;
F(1, 117) = 4.33, p < .05). These results are consistent with the view that the participants found
the message easier to process when the construal level of the strategy objective matches with
the construal level of spokesperson identity.
In addition, the mediating role of processing fluency was tested in mediation analysis using
PROCESS Model 8 with 5,000 bootstrapping resamples (Hayes 2013), with strategy objective
as the independent variable, spokesperson identity as the moderator, processing fluency as
the mediator, and behavioural intention as the dependent variable. Consistent with the
ANOVA results, the PROCESS mediation analysis results revealed that the indirect interactive
effect between strategy objective and spokesperson identity on behavioural intention
through processing fluency was significant (95% confidence interval [CI]: .0779, .5314).
Collectively, these results suggest that the interactive effect between strategy objective and
spokesperson identity on behavioural intention is mediated by processing fluency, which is
congruent with a construal fit mechanism.

Fluency
6
5
4
3
2
1
Relational (brand building)
High Construal Level (celebrity)

Transactional (drive sales)
Low Construal Level (KOL)

Chart 2: Processing fluency as a function of strategy objective (relational vs. transactional)
and spokesperson identity (celebrity vs KOL)
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Engagement. Recall that the participants reported their extent of engagement by reporting
how they felt (motivated, feel right; α = .74) when reading the Facebook post. A composite
score of engagement was created by averaging the ratings on these two items. A 2 × 2 ANOVA
on this engagement score showed that neither the main effect of strategy objective nor
spokesperson identity was significant (ps >.50). Importantly, the interaction effect was
significant, F(1, 117) = 13.03; p < .001. Further analysis showed that when the promotion
event had a relational strategy objective, the participants felt more engaged in reading the
Facebook post message when the spokesperson was a celebrity (M = 4.63) than when the
spokesperson was a KOL (M = 3.61; F(1, 117) = 9.03, p < .01). However, when the promotion
event had a transactional strategy objective, the participants felt more engaged in reading
the Facebook post message when the spokesperson was a KOL (M = 4.61) than when the
spokesperson was a celebrity (M = 3.90; F(1, 117) = 4.42, p < .05). These results support the
view that the participants become more engaged when the construal level of the strategy
objective matches with the construal level of spokesperson identity.
The mediating role of engagement was further tested by mediation analysis using PROCESS
Model 8 with 5,000 bootstrapping resamples (Hayes 2013), with strategy objective as the
independent variable, spokesperson identity as the moderator, engagement as the mediator,
and behavioural intention as the dependent variable. Consistent with the ANOVA results, the
PROCESS mediation analysis results revealed that the indirect interactive effect between
strategy objective and spokesperson identity on behavioural intention through engagement
was significant (95% confidence interval [CI]: .3957, .7404). Collectively, these results
provided support that the effect of construal fit from strategy objective and spokesperson
identity on behavioural intention was mediated by engagement.
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Engagement
5
4
3
2
1
Relational (brand building)
High Construal Level (celebrity)

Transactional (drive sales)
Low Construal Level (KOL)

Chart 3: Engagement as a function of strategy objective (relational vs. transactional) and
spokesperson identity (celebrity vs KOL)
The Competing Roles of Engagement and Processing Fluency in Mediating the Fit Effect. Lee
at al. (2010) examined the fit effect from construal and regulatory focus on brand attitude
and tested the extent to which such effect was mediated by engagement versus processing
fluency. Through a series of analyses, they sophisticatedly showed that “people become more
engaged when they process information construed at a level that fits with their regulatory
focus and that increased engagement mediates the effects of fit on processing fluency and
on brand attitudes (p.744).” In other words, engagement, rather than processing fluency, is
the true mediator underlying the fit effect. Therefore, if the interactive effect between
strategy objective and spokesperson identity on behavioural intention was indeed driven by
a construal fit mechanism, then this study should find what Lee at al. (2010) did. Thus, this
study follows the analysis of Lee et al. (2010) to test the competing roles of engagement and
processing fluency in mediating the interactive effect between strategy objective and
spokesperson identity (i.e., the construal fit effect). This was done by examining the role
engagement played in the construal fit effect on processing fluency and on behavioural
intention.
First, the effect of engagement on processing fluency was tested by regressing processing
fluency on engagement. The results indicated that engagement had a significant positive
effect on processing fluency (β = .43, t(119) = 6.32, p < .001). Then, another regression model
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in which strategy objective, spokesperson identity and their interaction were entered as the
independent variables to predict processing fluency, the interaction effect (i.e., the fit effect)
was significant ((β = 1.28, t(117) = 3.09, p < .01). However, when engagement was also
entered in the regression model as a predictor variable, its effect became significant (β = .40,
t(116) = 5.68, p < .001) whereas the fit effect became nonsignificant (β = .59, t(116) = 1.51,
p > . 10). A Sobel test (1982) determined that the reduction of the fit effect was significant (z
= 2.72, p < .01), which provides support that the fit effect from strategy objective and
spokesperson identity on processing fluency was mediated by engagement. The participants
became more engaged in reading the message regarding a promotion event in which the
construal of the event objective fit with the construal of the identity of the event
spokesperson, and hence, perceived the message to be easier to process.
Next, a series of regression analyses were conducted to test whether engagement mediated
the construal fit effect on behavioural intention (Baron and Kenny 1986). First, the construal
fit effect led to a feeling of engagement (β = 1.74, t(117) = 3.61, p < .001). Second, engagement
significantly influenced behavioural intention (β = .63, t(119) = 7.47, p < .001). Third, the
construal fit effect also significantly influenced behavioural intention (β = 2.07, t(117) = 3.94,
p < .001). Fourth, when construal fit effect and engagement were entered in a regression
model predicting behavioural intention, the significance of the construal fit effect dropped (β
= 1.09, t(116) = 2.28, p < .05) and the effect of engagement remained significant (β = .57,
t(116) = 6.53, p < .001). A Sobel test (1982) confirmed that the drop in the direct effect of
construal fit on behavioural intention was significant (z = 3.16, p < .01), indicating a significant
indirect effect of construal fit on behavioural intention through engagement. Fifth, when
construal fit effect, engagement and processing fluency were all included in the regression
model to predict behavioural intention, the effect of construal fit dropped (β = 1.09, t(115) =
2.25, p < .05), the effect of engagement remained significant (β = .57, t(115) = 5.76, p < .001),
and the effect of processing fluency became nonsignificant (β = -.00, t < 1, NS). Again, the
Sobel test (1982) determined that the indirect effect of construal fit on behavioural intention
through engagement was significant (z = 3.06, p < .01).
Collectively, these results provide solid evidence for the construal fit mechanism of the
interactive effect between strategy objective and spokesperson identity. This study shows
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that relational (transactional) promotion event using celebrity (KOL) spokesperson induces
higher behavioural intention than using KOL (celebrity) spokesperson because their construal
levels match with one another. Such fit effect induces people to be more engaged in
processing information regarding the event, which in turn drives people to find the event
information easier to process and hence enhances their behavioural intention towards the
event, such as feeling more interested in the event and be more willing to join the event.
These results provided supports to Predictions 3 and 4.
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5. Discussions and Conclusion
This research sought to identify the main factors in social media campaigns that can facilitate
implementation of effective social media marketing strategic orientations to achieve their
strategic outcomes. We explored to provide theory-driven and empirically validated guidance
in considering the potential joint effects of social media marketing strategies and campaign
characteristics for effective designing and planning of marketing campaigns on social media.
By adopting field and laboratory experiments, the findings are both practically tested and
empirically validation with theoretical supports to provide explanations of the results. While
the field studies were used to test the conceptualisation and generalisability of the
hypotheses and external validity of the research, the laboratory experiment is then used to
test the external validity and process mechanism of the construal fit for the research. In the
field studies, we pre-tested and operationalised for the impact of construal fit between social
media marketing strategies and the elements of campaign characteristics, namely ‘where’
and ‘who’ to promote the product in the social media campaigns.

5.1 Theoretical Contributions
In the study, we reviewed the integrative social media marketing strategy (SMMS) framework
defined by Li et.al. (2020) for understanding marketing strategies and we built on the
taxonomy on the types of SMMS to discuss the two strategic orientations that firms may
utilised for planning their SMMSs, namely social CRM strategic orientation and social message
strategic orientation. Overall, our contribution is to provide concrete recommendations for
SMMSs on how marketers can make use of what they can control in a marketing campaign to
enhance favorable consumer reactions which are theory-driven by applying construal level
theory (CLT) and empirically validated and give explanations on why the “best practices” work
well.
Second, rather than considering in silos, this research had examined the two factors of social
media marketing strategy or social media campaign characteristics (such as types of content
and appeal) at the same time and found that they jointly influenced the consumer reactions
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whereas campaign characteristics should match with the social media marketing strategic
orientation in order to induce favourable consumer reactions. The theory-based studies
facilitated understanding on why social media marketing campaigns can bring about various
positive outcomes which will empower marketers to design effective social media marketing
campaigns.
Third, with the connectedness and interactivity characteristics of social media platforms, this
study has further investigated the role of consumer engagement be the underlying process
that drives the positive consumer reactions to social media marketing campaigns.
Finally, the research theoretically contributed to generating novel insights for understanding
the relative effectiveness of engaging celebrities as compared to key opinion leaders (KOL; or
influencers) for endorsement and it also offers explanations based on CLT on how to create
better endorsement effects in social media campaigns. Depending on the construal level
associated with the social media campaign, celebrities and KOLs are generating better
endorsements effects in social media campaigns which have characteristics associated with
higher and lower construal levels respectively.
To conclude, in response to the research gaps, this research draws on CLT to be the
framework to examine the joint effects of social media marketing strategies (SMMSs) and
marketer-controllable campaign characteristics, namely campaign spokesperson identity
(who to speak for a campaign) and campaign distribution channel (where to place a campaign),
were investigated. In addition, based on the insights drawn from the literature review, this
research also looked into the role of consumer engagement in explaining the favorable effects
brought by social media marketing campaigns.

5.2 Practical Contributions
This research elevates the understanding for marketers from “best practices” developed and
in particular clearly articulates where and who to promote the campaign should match with
the marketing strategies orientation to induce favourable consumer reactions. The findings
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have important practical implications for businesses and marketers to understand the
specifics of the conditions that social media campaigns can deliver better responses.
Most market practitioners have been designing and planning social media marketing
campaigns in accordance with their experience and business knowledge which vary by
industries, own exposures, past results etc. but often lack explicit validated guiding principles
to shape the strategic orientation and respective campaign contents. On every campaign, the
decision using either celebrities or KOLs has always been an independent judgement call for
most marketers which the considerations may fall on the fame, attractiveness, availability,
cost or even individual preference. Although marketers always consider engaging product
endorser (either celebrity or KOL) as a significant investment for marketing campaigns, they
often do not have high certainty for the effectiveness and return on investment in view of
unique circumstances for each brand, product offering and campaign. The findings of this
research provide solid inputs on how to enhance the campaign performance by matching the
social media marketing strategic orientation and marketing contents, which largely increase
the level of certainty for practitioners by having a structured and grounded explanation of
being construal fit which has been empirically validated by both field and controlled
experiments.
To put this into practice, an easy-to-follow “social media marketing campaign checklist” can
be developed to categorize the respective factors about social media marketing strategies,
namely social CRM strategy (marketing objective of brand building or business creation) and
social content strategy (benefits-based appeal or attribute-based appeal), and social media
marketing campaign characteristics, namely ‘where’ to promote (own brand’s page or other
brand’s page) and ‘who’ to promote (celebrity or KOL) by high and low level of construal for
mapping.
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Sample “Social Media Marketing Campaign Checklist”
Design social media marketing campaign with factors from SAME category

Social CRM strategy
(campaign objective)
Social content strategy
(message content)
Distribution channel
(WHERE to promote)
Spokesperson identity
(WHO to promote)

Category 1
(high construal level)
ü Brand building (relational)
ü Benefits-based appeal

Category 2
(low construal level)
ü Business creation
(transactional)
ü Attribute-based appeal

ü Other brand’s fan page

ü Own brand’s fan page

ü Celebrities

ü KOLs

Our study has several notable findings. First of all, this research draws on CLT to summarise
that matching between social media marketing campaign characteristics and marketing
strategies in terms of construal level will induce more favourable consumer reactions. Second,
for brand building oriented (relational) campaigns, consumer reactions are more favourable
when the campaign is distributed in others’ fan page as a page line-up as comspared to placing
them in the brand’s own fan page. The results would be reversed when the campaigns are
targeted for business creation (transactional). Third, when a social media campaign uses
benefit-based appeal message, consumer reactions would be more favourable for using
celebrity endorsers as compared to KOL endorsers; and results are reversed when the
campaign uses attribute-based appeal message.
In the experiment, four separate Facebook feeds are consciously designed for the test. To
minimise potential bias, such as brand preference, the marketing campaign contents are
created with a same person, who is pre-tested to be suitable acting as celebrity and KOL, and
standardised marketing contents and messaging. Subsequently, based on the laboratory
experiment (i.e. study 3), it is suggested that the interaction effect between social media
marketing strategy and spokesperson identity on behavioural intention is mediated by
processing fluency, which is congruent with a construal fit mechanism. Also, the effect of
construal fit from strategy objective and spokesperson identity on behavioural intention is
mediated by engagement. Consumers would become more engaged in processing the
information when the construal level of strategy objective matches with the construal level
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of spokesperson identity. The results provided concrete evidence that relational
(transactional) promotion event using celebrity (KOL) as spokesperson induces higher
behavioural intention than using KOL (celebrity) given the match in their construal levels. The
fit effect drives people to find the information being more easy to process which enhance
their feeling and willingness to join the event.

Past research has little to say about celebrity endorsers selection, celebrity campaigns
management, and other practical matters for marketing practitioners. This research aims to
shed light to debunk some of the myths about implications with spokesperson identity being
engaged in social media marketing campaign. Indeed, the construal fit mechanism is
particularly relevant to the current context. In developing a social media marketing campaign,
marketers need to decide, among others, the campaign content and strategy. Such decisions
influence what and how the campaign information is presented to target audiences. When
considering whether using celebrity or KOL to endorse the promotion, it is always a sensitive
topic for marketers to decide as the endorser would induce high brand association and in case
that the selection is improper, the business may run into not only financial losses but also
reputational risks. Therefore, marketers are keen to understand and predict how target
audiences process the campaign information and then react to the campaign after being
exposed to the campaign. The construal fit effect provides sound predictions to the
downstream consequences of being exposed to situations involving more than one
psychological dimension, and is suitable to predict consumer reactions after being exposed
to a social media marketing campaign.
Moreover, this research further supports to resolve a key pain point of practitioners by
providing an empirically validated “experiment” framework for brands or marketers to
conduct small-scale social media marketing campaign through target audience groups to test
consumer reactions with different spokesperson identities, social contents or even
distribution channels, which are mandatory campaign attributes that marketers have to
decide on. Rather than waiting to gauge the consumer reactions after mass launch of such
campaign, marketers can benchmark methodology of the experiments in this research to run
structured A/B experiment as pre-test.
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5.3 Limitations and Potential Future Research
There are several challenges and limitations for the studies. Given the rapid changes in social
media platforms, the technological enablement may drive changes in user behaviours and
have impacts on their attitudes towards usage of social media. This research has examined
only Facebook, though having similarities, there may still be significant differences in user
groups, user behaviours, attitudes and preferences across different social media platforms.
Further validation on other social media platforms may be conducted in future to support
marketers in applying the theory-based findings more accurately and effectively.
Level of construal gives a good perspective to explain and rationalise the effect of marketing
efforts in social media marketing campaigns but other theoretical supports can be explored
in future in giving explanations on other aspects. Marketing campaigns are often unique or
exploratory in nature which our research findings may not be able to cover conclusively.
Building on the taxonomy on the types of social media marketing strategies by Li et. al. (2020),
this research discusses the matching of social media marketing strategic orientations and
marketing contents. When considering the different strategic orientations and its matching
with different aspects to implement these social media strategic orientations, this research
can only focus on limited number of attributes which future research may expand to examine
more pairings or other sets of attributes.
In previous research for spokesperson endorsement, it was identified with two distinct
relationships existed: one between the organisation and the celebrity (or KOL) and another
between the celebrity (or KOL) and his or her audience, from the perspective of authenticity
its planning for communication (Poyry et. al., 2019). The study of Poyry et. al. (2009)
suggested that the followers knew what kind of content the celebrity posed and followers
would react negatively if content style was not consistent; and sponsored contents were less
favourably perceived then non-sponsored contents but sponsor disclosure had no effect on
purchase intentions. Further research on understanding the joint effects between the two
relationships, content style and the level of involvement and disclosures by the endorser can
be exploratory and useful to induce favourable outcomes. Moreover, as the empirical study
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was conducted with a female endorser as both celebrity and KOL, future research can further
validate the effect of gender (sample gender vs gender of endorser) and the message content
may have affected the quality of the study..
Previous study by Goh, Heng and Lin (2013) showed that in social media contexts, direct
advertisement was more effective for persuasive communications to drive consumer
purchases, whereas indirect advertisement was more effective for informative and
persuasive communications. With future supports of matured technologies in text mining,
sentiment analysis or even machine learning, future research may explore to conduct indepth exploration and evaluation for the effect of curation of campaign content and
trustworthiness and perceived authenticity of the social media marketing campaign, the
brand or the endorser.
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Appendices
1. Spokesperson description (used for spokesperson identity manipulation) – Study 3.
Spokesperson photo used in the Celebrity Condition:
宋熙年（Sarah Song），澳洲籍香港女主持及藝人。2016 年與前無綫電視藝員陳智燊
結婚，現育有兩子。

宋熙年 2006 年參選《悉尼華裔小姐競選》時奪魁，隨後參選《2007 年國際中華小姐
競選》奪冠。2007 年 4 月，她成為香港無綫電視經理人合約藝人。宋熙年在無綫電視
演出過不少電視劇及主持節目，當中較為人熟識的，是擔任《東張西望》主持，及參
演電視劇巨輪。她在第 32 集巨輪中和田蕊妮互相掌摑的戲份備受關注。

2019 年 7 月，宋熙年與無綫結束合約，並跟邵氏兄弟簽約，並於 2020 年 9 月約滿離
巢。現以自由人身分繼續其主持及演藝工作。

Spokesperson photo used in the KOL Condition:
宋熙年（Sarah Song），澳洲籍香港女主持及公衆人物，活躍於社交媒體。2016 年與
前無綫電視藝員陳智燊結婚，現育有兩子。

宋熙年 2006 年參選《悉尼華裔小姐競選》時奪魁，隨後參選《2007 年國際中華小姐
競選》奪冠。現年活躍於社交媒體的 Sarah，與丈夫陳智燊 Jason 經營 YouTube 頻道
《sarah & jason》，又每逢星期日晚上 10:30 於 Facebook 直播，與大衆互動，分享 美
容、育兒、烹飪、運動、以至夫婦相處心得等。宋熙年現時 Facebook 有近 4 萬位追蹤
者，而在 Instagram 更有超過 18 萬追蹤者。
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2. Spokesperson photos – Study 3.
Spokesperson photo used in the Celebrity Conditions:

Spokesperson photo used in the KOL Conditions:
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3. Facebook posts across four experimental conditions – Study 3.

Celebrity X Relational condition
(Benefits-based appeal)

KOL x Transactional condition
(Attribute-based appeal)
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Celebrity x Transactional condition
(Attribute-based appeal)

KOL x Relational condition
(Benefits-based appeal)
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